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There is no doubt that Osman Hamdi Bey (1842–1910) is 
one of the most studied characters of late Ottoman cul-
tural history. Quite a number of reasons can be invoked 
to explain this phenomenon, from Osman Hamdi’s pio-
neering role in the arts to his striking character of a poly-
math, from his prolific artistic production to the relative 
dearth of any serious rival during his lifetime. The list 
could be extended endlessly, and would, at any rate, be 
confirmed by what is probably one of the best indica-
tors of public interest: the incredible market prices that 
his paintings have come to command in the last ten 
years or so. Yet, the “over-studying” to which Osman 
Hamdi has been subjected is largely characterized by 
much disregard for historical context and a clear ten-
dency to seek meaning in the artist’s paintings, almost 
to the exclusion of any other form of documentation. 
The risk, as I see it, is that every point in the artist’s life 
and activity becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy: given a 
basic knowledge of Osman Hamdi Bey’s general artistic, 
intellectual, and political inclinations, a proper “read-
ing” of one or another of his paintings will easily reveal 
what was intended from the very beginning. The over-
all agenda, moreover, seems rather narrow: discussions 
generally revolve around the question of whether or not 
Osman Hamdi was an Orientalist, and if so, whether his 
Orientalism can in any way be compared with that of 
his Western peers. The verdict, by and large, is almost 
unanimous: he may have been an Orientalist in style, 
but his intentions were quite different from those of 
his European colleagues. His representations of the 
Orient are seen as more dignified, respectful, accurate, 
and personal, while Western painters, on the contrary, 
produced an exotic, erotic, violent, and timeless image 
of the East.

This vision of Osman Hamdi Bey as an Orientalist 
“redeemed” by his patriotism has been used for almost 
a century now, starting with Adolphe Thalasso in 1911.1 
True, a few authors of the 1930s and 1940s, at the height 
of Kemalist nationalism, considered Osman Hamdi 
Bey’s painting to have been of doubtful authenticity,2 
decadent,3 or even corrupt.4 In subsequent decades, 
however, and thanks especially to the biography of 
Osman Hamdi Bey by Mustafa Cezar,5 he was once again 
hailed as a major artist whose Orientalism was attenu-
ated, excused, or even cancelled out by his national and/
or local identity. This has become the dominant para-
digm and has been taken up by a number of authors 
with varying degrees of emphasis on Osman Hamdi 
Bey’s autonomy in his artistic and intellectual produc-
tion. İpek Aksüğür Duben saw in the man a combina-
tion of empathy and reformism that differentiated him 
from Western Orientalists, but also noted that he was a 
victim of the Tanzimat dilemma between East and West, 
a fact that was reflected in the coexistence of bi- and tri-
dimensionality in his paintings.6 A rather similar stand 
was adopted by Emine Fetvacı,7 as well as by Semra Ger-
maner and Zeynep İnankur.8 Some, however, have 
opted for a more political reading by noting Osman 
Hamdi’s ambiguous position with respect to Oriental-
ism. Ussama Makdisi has characterized him as an active 
promoter of an Ottoman Orientalism directed against 
the peripheral populations of the Empire,9 while Zeynep 
Çelik has insisted on his capacity to “speak back to Ori-
entalist discourse,”10 suggesting that his use of Oriental-
ist forms may have been directed against Western 
Orientalism.11 The strongest statement in this vein 
belongs to Wendy Shaw, who sees Osman Hamdi’s art 
as a form of “subversion of Orientalism,” attributing to 
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that I will extensively engage with Wendy Shaw’s work, 
not just because I disagree with some of her assump-
tions and methods, but mostly because she has invested 
the most in a long-term reflection on the topic. That is 
why I hope that my effort will be perceived not as a ster-
ile dispute between opposite views but rather as a 
debate that may help us converge toward a more com-
plete and sophisticated understanding of a common 
subject of study. 

THE ISSUES

The main issues will be discussed in five distinct sec-
tions, each relating to a specific way of understanding 
Osman Hamdi’s works. The first, and most general, 
will examine what I consider the most blatant illus-
tration of documentary weakness, the (often uncon-
scious) misnomer of the artist’s paintings. The second, 
much more specific, will propose to use one painting 
as an example of the complex relationship between the 
extant documentation and the artwork: the so-called 
Tortoise Charmer is a perfect candidate, given that this 
particular painting has triggered most of the ongoing 
discussion between Shaw and myself. The third sec-
tion is devoted to an analysis of Osman Hamdi’s admit-
tedly most mysterious work, known to all as the Mihrab. 
This case study might convincingly prove the need for a 
constant interaction between textual documentation, 
visual observation, and contextual interpretation. In 
the fourth section, I examine what I consider to be a 
crucial element in the analysis, namely, the existing 
evidence concerning the reception of Osman Hamdi’s 
paintings by Western audiences. Finally, and just before 
concluding, I will propose a more neutral way of look-
ing at his artistic production, as an aesthetic claim to 
“authenticity,” rather than a desire to force a message 
onto an unsuspecting and naïve audience. 

Before proceeding, however, some preliminary obser-
vations should be made about a number of issues that 
are of crucial importance when studying a complex per-
sonality like Osman Hamdi. The first of these has to do 
with the considerable variation he is likely to have 
shown in his acts, thoughts, behavior, and style through-
out the long span of his life, from his student years in 
Paris in the 1860s to his first hesitant steps in the bureau-

him a conscious desire to undermine the very essence 
of this ideology by seemingly agreeing with it through 
stylistic emulation.12 

While these pioneering arguments have all greatly 
contributed to our understanding of the complexity and 
intricacies of Orientalism in its Ottoman dimension, the 
time may have come to propose a discussion on sources 
and methodology, coupled with a critical appraisal of 
the possible discrepancies between art historical as 
opposed to historical approaches to the same subject. 
The urge I feel for such a “confrontation” clearly stems 
from the very different way I have approached Osman 
Hamdi and his career. To be clear, I am a latecomer to 
this matter, considering that it took me almost fifteen 
years to write my first piece on his painting. Indeed, my 
work until then had been about his correspondence and 
writings13—his intellectual environment—and about 
his career as director of the Imperial Museum.14 It was 
only in 2004 that I first addressed the issue of his paint-
ing and explicitly criticized art historians who had 
worked on the subject for not giving the existing docu-
mentation the attention it deserved, and for tending to 
“over read” the only concrete source they did use—his 
paintings.15 Some years later, I experienced an epiph-
any upon discovering the (printed) source of inspira-
tion for Osman Hamdi’s so-called Tortoise Charmer (or 
Trainer), which, I claimed, proved my point beyond any 
possible doubt, by invalidating a number of farfetched 
interpretations that had been given of this celebrated 
work.16 In the past two years, I have fully concentrated 
on Osman Hamdi, trying to combine textual and visual 
dimensions to retrace the real and imaginary Baghdad 
of his youth,17 the details of his expedition to Mount 
Nemrud,18 and the evolution of his Orientalism.19 I then 
tried to fit almost everything I knew on the subject into 
a cathartic encyclopedia entirely devoted to him.20

In the present essay, therefore, I propose a critical 
appraisal of the fragile balance and possible tensions 
between a document-based approach to his art and 
more interpretive ways of deducing his intent and polit-
ical/ideological stand from an art historical reading of 
his major pictorial works. There is no need to hide the 
fact that I stand at the former end of this spectrum, and 
that I defend the need for a methodology based on doc-
umentary evidence to avoid what I consider to be the 
pitfalls of “over-reading.” Nor will it come as a surprise 
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Islamic objects and located in an explicitly religious but 
only partly visible interior. Additionally and quite 
importantly, one should not forget that paralleling his 
“public” artistic production, Osman Hamdi had at an 
early date begun a rather systematic series of portraits 
of family members and close friends, in a style that had 
practically nothing in common with his Oriental(ist) 
scenes.

It is striking, then, that most interpretations of his 
painting have never really taken into account the chron-
ological dimension of his artistic production. To my 
knowledge, no art historian has tried to create a critical 
inventory of his paintings with a view to examining, for 
example, possible patterns in the choice of certain sub-
jects, or in the use of certain pictorial elements. Instead, 
most of the scholarship has tended to single out one or 
another of his paintings, without any concern for a con-
textualization that might reveal continuities or ruptures 
in time, style, or theme. In fact, it seems that most inter-
pretive analyses of Osman Hamdi Bey’s work are based 
almost exclusively on about half a dozen of his paint-
ings, generally from the last period of his career. While 
such a choice is not surprising in itself given the sym-
bolic potential unleashed by these paintings, it does 
impede a more general assessment of an artistic career 
that spanned almost fifty years. It should therefore be 
clear that if the present essay focuses on only half a 
dozen paintings of the “high” period, this is primarily 
because it takes up an earlier scholarly trend.

This essay also omits consideration of one particular 
achievement of Osman Hamdi’s career that has very 
often been used to describe and define his political and 
ideological positioning with respect to Istanbul’s con-
trol over the empire’s periphery, namely, Les costumes 
populaires de la Turquie, the illustrated volume he pre-
pared with Victor-Marie de Launay for the Vienna Expo-
sition of 1873.23 This source has repeatedly and very 
convincingly been used as an example of Ottomanism 
tainted with Orientalism,24 but I have serious reserva-
tions about whether Osman Hamdi was directly 
involved in the creation of this work, especially in its 
textual dimension. Indeed, I have been able to ascer-
tain that the section of the book devoted to Constanti-
nople was a slightly longer version of what de Launay 
had written on “Popular Costumes of Constantinople” 

cracy in the 1870s, and from the beginning of his archae-
ological vocation as the head of the Imperial Museum 
in the 1880s to the apogee of his professional and artis-
tic career, in the last decade of his life (1900–1910). I have 
explicitly addressed this issue with respect to his mem-
ories of Baghdad: there is a striking difference between 
the way in which he actually lived these years, as docu-
mented in his correspondence with his father, and the 
totally romanticized and exoticized way in which he 
revisited them some thirty years later, through the sur-
rogate pen of Rudolf Lindau.21

Obviously, the same applies to every other aspect of 
his life, not the least his painting. I have tried elsewhere 
to propose a periodization of the principal phases of his 
career as a painter, especially with respect to his ambig-
uous relationship to Orientalism.22 During the first 
phase, corresponding to his early years in Paris, he was 
drawn into Orientalism and eventually entrapped by it, 
first as a model for his master, Boulanger, then as a 
painter, whose cultural and religious identity created 
the expectation among the Western public that he 
would provide them with an “authentic” representation 
of the Orient. Despite the understandable temptation 
to follow the current that secured him some notoriety 
and visibility, Osman Hamdi occasionally tried to resist 
by producing “normal” paintings, and eventually 
painted a number of very conventional still lifes and 
landscapes in the 1870s. In the 1880s, however, the Ori-
ent caught up with him again, through a series of harem 
interiors, populated with innocent-looking odalisques. 
Interestingly enough, this new, and very feminine, wave 
rapidly led to exterior scenes depicting “Ottoman ladies” 
(surrounded by a few vendors and bystanders) in front 
of “snapshots” containing partial views of typical Otto-
man buildings, mostly the outer walls of the Sultan 
Ahmed Mosque in Istanbul, and the entrance to the 
Muradiye Mosque in Bursa. The most characteristic 
aspect of the paintings in this series was that, contrary 
to the somewhat timeless harem interiors, these were 
solidly anchored in the present, as suggested by the typ-
ical outdoor cloak (ferace) worn by the women. Then 
came the final phase of his artistic career: no less than 
eight paintings—in fact twelve, when counting varia-
tions—that fairly consistently repeated the pattern of 
a central figure in Oriental garb, surrounded by typical 
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with the notable exception of those that were exhibited 
at specific artistic events and appeared in the associ-
ated catalogues. Moreover, even then one can never be 
completely sure that these names were actually given 
by the artist himself. Although it is more than likely 
that the organizers would have asked him to name the 
works he submitted and respected his choices in this 
matter, some examples suggest that they may have oc-
casionally added their “creative” touch to the process. A 
case in point would be the famous Young Emir Reading 
(1905), which was first exhibited in the Paris Salon of 
1905 under the rather surprising name of Jeune croy-
ant lisant la Bible (Young Believer Reading the Bible)  
(fig. 1).29 This was eventually corrected on the official 
photograph for the Salon (fig. 2) and the following year 
it was exhibited at the Royal Academy in London as 
Jeune émir à l’étude (Young Emir Studying).30 Neverthe-
less, and despite the possible risks involved, there may 
be some advantage in revisiting the studies of some of 
the artist’s best-known and most analyzed works, to 
trace the way in which their names may have affected 
scholarly interpretations.

A good example would be Osman Hamdi’s famous 
painting representing three men in Oriental garb—in 
fact three different representations of himself—under 
the awning of the Nefise Sultan madrasa in Karaman. 
One figure is standing, holding a book in his left hand, 
and speaks with his right hand extended; the second 
sits, holding a closed book on his lap with his right hand, 
while listening intently to the speaker, his left hand sup-
porting his chin; the third man, standing slightly further 
back, seems to be rolling up his right sleeve with his left 
hand (fig. 3). According to İpek Aksüğür Duben, in this 
work “the artist challenged traditional ideas” and dis-
tanced himself from the Orientalist genre by depicting 
characters who represented a “new type of a rational 
man who refused to bow before God.”31 Emine Fetvacı 
also considered this painting a manifest for the reform 
of Islam.32 Zeynep Çelik, referring specifically to this 
painting, claimed that “he presented Islam as a religion 
that encouraged intellectual curiosity, discussion, 
debate, even doubt.”33 Semra Germaner and Zeynep 
İnankur argued in the same vein, with an emphasis on 
the fact that the painting depicted these men very dif-
ferently from Western Orientalist art, as “men of the 

in an 1867 publication for the Paris Exposition, and that 
the section on Baghdad was largely borrowed from an 
1852 travelogue by Ferdinand Hoefer.25 

Finally, there is one major aspect of Osman Hamdi’s 
paintings that scholars of his work have to this day 
rarely taken into consideration: the audience. True, 
every interpretation that attributes a message to one or 
another of his paintings implicitly assumes the exis-
tence of an audience. Yet, no one has ever attempted to 
define the audience for Osman Hamdi’s works or find 
traces of its reactions to his paintings. The only excep-
tion has been Cezar’s discovery of a series of articles 
(later used by others) written by a certain Abdullah 
Kâmil in the newspaper Osmanlı following the 1880 and 
1881 ABC Club of Constantinople exhibitions, at which 
Osman Hamdi showed one and six paintings, respec-
tively.26 This, however, was one of the only occasions 
on which Osman Hamdi exhibited his work in his own 
country. The only other works of his shown in Istanbul 
seem to have been an unidentified landscape at the 1901 
Pera exhibition, a Landscape from Sidon announced, but 
never received, at the 1902 Pera exhibition,27 and a Por-
trait de M. Labany exhibited at the Leduc shop in 1906.28 
This is of crucial importance, since it means that not a 
single one of the paintings that have been analyzed and 
interpreted in depth has to this day ever been exhibited 
in Istanbul, while, on the contrary, all of his most cele-
brated works were featured no less than fifteen times 
in major European and American cities— Paris, Lon-
don, Berlin, Chicago, Liverpool, and Munich—between 
1891 and 1909. This information, as I will try to show, 
runs counter to most of the assumptions made about 
the possible meanings of his paintings.

NAMING OSMAN HAMDİ’S PAINTINGS:  
FACT OR FANTASY?

There are troubling variations in the names attributed 
to Osman Hamdi’s paintings. It is rather striking, then, 
that historians working on the subject have almost 
systematically neglected the basic exercise of trying to 
document the original titles given to the works that 
they have analyzed and interpreted. True, there is a 
major difficulty to be faced in this respect, since most of 
Osman Hamdi’s paintings were never formally named, 
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Fig. 1. “Au salon des artistes français,” with a photograph of Jeune croyant lisant la Bible, in Le Journal du Dimanche: Revue 
hebdomadaire de la famille 3316, July 16, 1905: 453. Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris. (Reproduction: courtesy of the 
Bibliothèque nationale de France): The short comment that accompanies the picture is worth noting: “Did we not tell you 
that modern ideas made their way more and more among Muslims? Here is one of the best paintings of the Salon, done by 
one of them, Hamdy Bey, a student of Gérôme, who lives in Constantinople. It is from there that he has been kind enough 
to send us the permission to reproduce his work, which is very light, very luminous, and shows us a young Turk studying 
the holiest of books. The expression on his face and the pose of his body are perfectly rendered; yet who will tell us what 
is on this young student’s mind?”

Fig. 2. Jeune émir à l’étude. Photograph taken for the 1905 Paris Salon, ed. J. Leroy, 14 x 27 cm. (Photo: courtesy of Zerrin 
and Faruk Sarç)
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Fig. 3. Clerics before a Mosque, ca. 1890. Oil on canvas, 140 x 105 cm. Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University, Museum of Painting 
and Sculpture, Istanbul. (Photo: courtesy of Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University, Museum of Painting and Sculpture)
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one of his last paintings, which features two men in a 
vaulted basement surrounded by old weapons, Wendy 
Shaw reads a multilayered message relating to his 
ambiguous stand as a promoter of Western-inspired 
archaeology and museology who also protects his 
national heritage from Western greed and depreda-
tions.37 One may or may not agree with the dense lay-
ering of hidden and implicit meanings that she sees in 
the painting. Indeed, one cannot help but wonder 
whether the same would have been deduced from this 
work if its original name had been researched and doc-
umented. It is rather striking that the name by which it 
has come to be known—the Arms Vendor or Weapons 
Merchant, translated from the Turkish Silah Taciri—is 
only remotely related to the name under which it was 
first exhibited in Paris in May 1908. Indeed, at that year’s 
Salon, this painting, numbered 822, was displayed under 
the name Le tranchant du cimeterre, a proper transla-
tion of which would be “The Cutting Edge of the Scim-
itar” (fig. 4).38 The following year, when it was exhibited 
in Munich at the Tenth International Art Exhibition (X. 
Internationale Kunstausstellung), it bore a very similar 
name in German: Die Schärfe des Säbels. We also know 
that the first time this painting was reproduced with a 
Turkish caption, in 1912, it bore the name Seyf-i Kātıʿ, 
that is, the “Sharp Sword.”39 None of this is incompati-
ble with the idea that the two men in the scene—who, 
by the way, are the artist himself and his son, Edhem—
should have been concerned with the sale of a sword. 
In all likeliness the intended mise en scène was proba-
bly to have the older trader praise the quality of a sword 
to his younger customer as the latter took a closer look 
at the merchandise. Nevertheless, the name given to the 
painting puts an emphasis on the practical quality of 
the sword—its sharpness—which is exactly what the 
young man seems to be examining, rather than any 
artistic or symbolic aspect of the object. In that case, 
one would have to consider the possibility that this was 
simply intended as a historic scene, in which the painter 
tried to bring together characters, objects, and activi-
ties of an undefined—not to say timeless—past.

A very similar analysis was made of a painting that 
has sometimes been called the Keeper of the Mausoleum, 
in which a dervish-like character—again the artist him-
self—stands with his right hand on his heart and his left 

cloth who dispute with books in their hand: statuesque 
figures in possession of self-confidence.”34 Obviously, 
then, the meaning of the painting depends to a great 
extent on the interpretation of the attitude of, and activ-
ity carried out by, the protagonists of the scene. The 
basic argument, apparently shared by all these scholars, 
is that these men are doing more than just reading or 
reciting a holy text; rather, they are engaging in a dis-
cussion, or even better, a dispute, which elevates them 
to the rank of rational men, instead of the simple faith-
ful—not to say fanatics—that Western Orientalism 
generally chose to represent. Yet, unless one assumes 
from the start that Osman Hamdi Bey had precisely that 
intent in mind, it is difficult to determine with any 
degree of certitude that what is depicted in this paint-
ing is a rational discussion instead of a more traditional 
form of recitation or preaching. At any rate, I believe 
this painting constitutes yet another telling example of 
the ambiguous interplay between the historian’s inter-
pretation, the name of the work, and the artist’s iden-
tity. 

Because this painting was never formally exhibited, 
it does not have a proper and fixed name. As a result, it 
has generally come to be known as Clerics Talking before 
a Mosque Entrance, with many possible variations. 
Interestingly, Germaner and İnankur provide an exam-
ple of this flexibility in a single page of one of their 
works: while the caption under the painting’s reproduc-
tion makes use of the traditional Clerics Talking before 
a Mosque Entrance, in the very passage of the text where 
the authors argue about the rationality of the charac-
ters, the painting is suddenly renamed Clerics Discuss-
ing before a Mosque Entrance (my emphasis).35 In - 
ter estingly, it had also been Çelik’s choice to call this 
painting Discussion in Front of the Mosque.36 Are these 
simply innocent slips of the pen? Certainly, but they do 
show to what extent the historian’s interpretive inten-
tions and convictions are prone to overriding factual 
information or to filling it in when it is missing. Inno-
cent as it may be, the insertion of a qualifying and 
loaded term in the title of a work, without any explicit 
discussion of the way in which it was named, bears the 
risk of hijacking the artist’s possible intentions.

Strangely, many historians working on Osman Hamdi 
seem to have shown the same propensity. Analyzing 
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This painting was produced in two versions, both of 
which were exhibited in Europe. The first was displayed 
at the 1903 Paris Salon, with the rather explicit name of 
Derviche au turbey des enfants, translated as “Dervish at 
the Children’s Tomb.”41 Six years later, in 1909, a second 
version was shown at the Royal Academy Exhibition in 
London under the shorter name of Le tombeau des 
enfants (The Children’s Tomb [fig. 5]).42 Both of these 
names were based on a rather straightforward descrip-

hand raised from the elbow at the threshold of a tiled 
mausoleum with two small-sized cenotaphs in the mid-
dle. This has been interpreted by Shaw as a museologi-
cal metaphor: the relationship between the dervish and 
the cenotaphs is an “obvious transposition” of the link 
between Osman Hamdi, director of the Imperial Mu - 
seum, and the Sidon sarcophagi he had unearthed in 
1887, and, as such, it was meant as a message promot-
ing the preservation of the Ottoman heritage.40

Fig. 4. Le tranchant du cimeterre. Photograph taken for the 1908 Paris Salon, ed. J. Leroy, dedicated by Osman Hamdi to his 
son, Edhem, 19.7 x 14 cm. (Photo: courtesy of Zerrin and Faruk Sarç)
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Fig. 5. Le tombeau des enfants, 1908. Oil on canvas, 122 x 92 cm. Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University, Museum of Painting and 
Sculpture, Istanbul. (Photo: courtesy of Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University, Museum of Painting and Sculpture)
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know, or expect, of him. The assumption that every, or 
most of, Osman Hamdi Bey’s paintings had some sort 
of message for the viewer makes us overlook the possi-
bility that he might have been first and foremost a genre 
painter, whose main aim was to recreate plausible and 
aesthetically pleasant scenes, sometimes to the point of 
practicing collage-like variations by transferring char-
acters or objects from one painting to another. Is it not 
true that before even asking the most basic questions 
about what is represented in his paintings, from details 
to composition, we tend to put the cart before the horse, 
seeking an answer to the much more complex question 
of why he painted them?

THE MYSTERY OF THE TORTOISE CHARMER

Since it was bought for 1,750,000,000 TL (Turkish lira) 
(approximately $600,000) in 1990, and even more so 
when it was auctioned in 2004 at the record price of  
5 trillion TL (approximately $3.5 million), Osman Ham-
di’s Tortoise Charmer has become the most iconic paint-
ing in Turkey, bringing a renewed fame to its author 
(fig. 6). This sensational aspect soon spilled over into 
the realm of art history, with the burning question of 
what this painting represented and, eventually, what 
it really meant. Shaw was one of the first to give this 
matter serious thought. In a first interpretation, in 
1999, she saw this “enigmatic” painting as a metaphor 
for Osman Hamdi’s role as an intellectual, an educator, 
and a bureaucrat in charge of the preservation of local 
heritage and with a particular allegorical reference to 
“the Ottoman administration which was often reluc-
tant to follow the antiquities laws he had drafted and 
failed to understand the symbolic importance of the 
museum for Ottoman power.”47 Shaw read much disil-
lusionment into Osman Hamdi’s metaphor, deriving 
a critique of an uncooperative Ottoman state. More-
over, her analysis clearly relied on the interpretation 
of a series of paintings, linking through the common 
theme of heritage this particular work with the Keeper of 
the Mausoleum (alias the Dervish at the Children’s Tomb) 
and the Weapons Merchant (alias the Cutting Edge of the 
Scimitar). A few years later, in their study of the Orien-
talist painters of Istanbul, Semra Germaner and Zeynep 
İnankur devoted a similar paragraph to the significance 

tion of the scene, with an obvious choice to emphasize 
the age of the deceased. Not surprisingly, these names 
have been modified rather freely ever since. Today, 
especially in Turkey, this painting is most commonly 
called Şehzade Türbesinde Derviş (Dervish at the Prince’s 
Mausoleum), a typical misnomer due to a very superfi-
cial documentation. The confusion stems from the fact 
that the two cenotaphs have been identified as those of 
the son and daughter of Bosnalı Damad İbrahim Pasha 
(ca. 1550–1601), located in their father’s mausoleum, 
which is itself situated in the graveyard of the Şehzade 
Mosque (Mosque of the Prince[s]), thus named because 
the mausoleum of two of the sons of Süleyman the Mag-
nificent is found in its graveyard.43 In other words, the 
fact that these cenotaphs are located in a mausoleum 
that happens to be in the same graveyard as the mau-
soleum of two famous Ottoman princes led to some 
confusion between the two. From the perspective of my 
argument, this is only a minor distortion, which still 
respects the general idea of a dervish visiting a mauso-
leum, sacrificing only the original stress on the very 
young age of the children buried under the cenotaphs. 
Yet, can one say the same of a name like The Keeper of 
the Mausoleum?44 The children are gone, and so is the 
dervish, now replaced by a “keeper,” a türbedar in Otto-
man Turkish, who was responsible, one would assume, 
for taking care of the mausoleum. This becomes the 
basis of the metaphor between mausoleum and museum 
that is supposed to give its meaning to the painting, 
since the “keeper” is “an alter ego specifically charged 
with the maintenance of a tomb and thereby metaphor-
ically of memory.”45 Yet there is a serious flaw in this 
argument: the character depicted on the painting is 
explicitly described—in all likelihood by Osman Hamdi 
himself—as a dervish, and nothing else, and a dervish 
is not a mausoleum caretaker, nor would a dervish ever 
be allowed to perform such a duty, typically the prov-
ince of a specially appointed and paid türbedar. Should 
we then assume that Osman Hamdi did not know the 
difference between the two, or should we consider the 
possibility that he had not intended to create a meta-
phor?46   

 There is a serious risk of turning the analysis of 
Osman Hamdi’s work into what I have earlier called a 
self-fulfilling prophecy, i.e., the collection of evidence 
that teleologically builds up in the direction of what we 
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One problem with these interpretations of the paint-
ing has been their reliance on the notion of tortoise 
training, a mysterious activity that remains undocu-
mented, at least in an Ottoman context. The authors 
carefully circumvented this issue by simply assuming 
that a number of details in the painting about the way 
in which the animals were to be trained were self-evi-
dent. For Germaner and İnankur, since the animals 
could not be forced into obedience, they had to be 
charmed by playing the flute and the drum. Shaw, on 
the contrary, claimed that tortoise training also involved 
some violence, and that the tongs-like tool hanging 
from the dervish’s neck was the stick used to punish 
uncooperative tortoises. Other art historians have 
sought to harmonize this scene with Ottoman cultural 
history by clinging to anecdotal references to candle-

Fig. 6. L’homme aux tortues, 1906. Oil on canvas, 221.5 x 120 
cm. Pera Museum, Istanbul. Suna and İnan Kıraç Collection. 
(Photo: courtesy of the Pera Museum)

Fig. 7. “Charmeur de tortues.” Illustration by L. Crépon, in 
Aimé Humbert, “Le Japon,” Le Tour du monde 19 (1869): 402. 
Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris. (Reproduction: 
courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de France)

of this painting’s message, but with a greater emphasis 
on the ethnographic elements of the scene, namely, 
the reed flute, the kettledrum, the cap, and an effort at 
integrating the arts as part of the dervish’s concern.48 
True to her focus on Osman Hamdi’s primordial role 
as a museum director, Shaw revisited the same paint-
ing in 2003, reaching conclusions revolving around the 
protection and preservation of the empire’s heritage.49
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since the painting’s original name made no reference 
to this mysterious trade. When it was first exhibited at 
the Paris Salon of 1906, it was catalogued under the 
name L’homme aux tortues (The Man with Tortoises),56 
while an illustration of the painting bore a bilingual cap-
tion with the same name in French and just Tortoises in 
English (fig. 8).57 As late as 1911, Adolphe Thalasso would 
use the same French name.58 It was only in 1912—two 
years after Osman Hamdi’s death—that this painting 
was first referred to as the “Tortoise Trainer” (Kaplum-
bağa Mürebbisi), in the Society of Ottoman Painters 
Gazette (Osmanlı Ressamlar Cemiyeti Gazetesi), and this 
only in Turkish, while the French remained unchanged.59 
Even then, one should note that the term used in Otto-
man Turkish—mürebbi—does not really translate as 
“trainer,” but rather as “caretaker” or “feeder” (hence the 
use of the feminine form, mürebbiye, to describe a 
nanny).60 The painting was first explicitly referred to as 
the Tortoise Charmer in English in 1915, in Lucy Garnett’s 
Turkey of the Ottomans.61

Given that all the serious interpretations of this 
painting rely on the assumption that the dervish 
depicted in it is a trainer, and that, therefore, the work 
describes a scene of taming/charming/training, the pos-
sibility that the man might simply be feeding and tak-
ing care of his pets seems to me of crucial importance, 
since it renders the educational interpretation much 
less likely. Indeed, there is clearly nothing in either the 
painting or its name that allows us to claim that Osman 
Hamdi Bey meant this as an allegory or a metaphor on 
education and training. On the contrary, one gets the 
impression that in the face of the irrelevance, from an 
Ottoman point of view, of a scene depicting the train-
ing of tortoises, Osman Hamdi knowingly transformed 
a Far Eastern fairground attraction into a Near Eastern 
scene of contemplative mysticism, with no other intent 
than to reproduce a composition that he found appeal-
ing and adaptable to an Ottoman environment. Ironi-
cally, then, it seems that had the painting’s source of 
inspiration and actual name been known earlier, histo-
rians would have probably looked for different ways of 
interpreting it.

It is strange that no one ever considered the inscrip-
tion above the window, which reads: “Shifāʾal-qulūb 
liqāʾal Maḥbūb” (The solace of hearts is to meet with the 
Beloved [the Prophet Muhammad]).62 Why should the 

bearing turtles in the gardens of Sadabad during the so-
called Tulip Period, but with little overall success.50 
Strangely, no one seems to have considered a possible 
link with Alexandre-Gabriel Decamps’s Enfants turcs 
jouant avec une tortue (Turkish Children Playing with a 
Tortoise, [1836]) or Henriette Browne’s La joueuse de 
flûte (The Flute Player [1861]) as a possible inspiration 
for this painting.51

The answer to the mystery was much more convo-
luted than one would have readily thought. In early 
2009,52 I discovered the probable source of inspiration 
for this painting: an engraving of a Charmeur de tortues 
(Tortoise Charmer) illustrating an article on Japan by 
the Swiss diplomat Aimé Humbert (1819–1900), which 
was published in 1869 in the popular French travel mag-
azine Le Tour du monde (fig. 7).53 The text explained 
that in Japan Korean tortoise charmers performed on 
fairgrounds, using a small metallic drum to get half a 
dozen of these animals to walk in a row and eventually 
pile up on top of each other.54 What convinced me of 
the link between the two images was more than just the 
similarity. I had previously published Osman Hamdi’s 
correspondence with his father in 1869, and one of the 
letters explicitly mentioned that particular magazine: 
“I have read the ‘Tour du Monde’ that you have sent 
me.”55

There is little doubt, then, that the so-called Tortoise 
Charmer (1906) was a “translation” of Humbert’s engrav-
ing. How such an idea may have come to Osman Ham-
di’s mind is another question, and one that will probably 
have to remain unanswered. Was he immediately struck 
by the image to the point of keeping it in the back of his 
mind for almost forty years, until he decided to paint an 
Ottoman version of it? Or was it simply that, decades 
later, he came across that volume in his library and sud-
denly felt the urge to revive it in his own way? What-
ever the scenario, there is little doubt that his painting 
ended up being a translation-like adaptation of a Japa-
nese image to an Ottoman context: Korean trainer into 
Ottoman dervish; musical and other instruments used 
by the charmer into instruments associated with Islamic 
mystical orders; performing tortoises into lettuce-eat-
ing tortoises. In fact, I would even argue that he proba-
bly never had any intention of adapting the Japanese 
“training” or “charming” process to an Ottoman context, 
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and hints that would point in that direction, starting 
with a very convenient misnomer.

Yet, is it impossible to “read” the same painting in a 
completely different way, perhaps as an extremely 
Orien talist statement about the degenerate state of the 
Orient? Missing and broken tiles, cracks in the wall, 
peeled coating revealing bricks and mortar, spider webs 
at the corners—these are elements typically associated 
with an Orientalist rendering of a decaying Islam, fro-
zen in time. Yet no historian has ever proposed such an 
interpretation, or even drawn attention to these ele-
ments. In light of the dervish’s contemplative attitude, 
the tortoises’ rather passive nature, and the religious 
inscription dominating the whole scene, is it so impos-
sible to see these elements as echoing the traces of phys-
ical decay, by suggesting meditation, apathy, or even 
fatalism?

most graphic of all signs be ignored, if not because what 
it has to say does not correspond to what one assumes 
is the intention of the artist? We are making clear  
and subjective choices, assuming that one element 
“counts”—the tortoises—and that another does not—
the inscription. But what allows us to do so, if not the 
presupposed notion that one bears a message and the 
other not? Every interpretation thus ends up being a 
rather selective (and eventually teleological) process by 
which meaning is ascribed not in absolute terms—quite 
a challenge, I admit—but in relative terms, according 
to preconceived notions of intent or, maybe worse, 
according to the result sought. If one is convinced that 
Osman Hamdi’s prime concern was to use his paintings 
to convey messages about a matter that was indeed of 
great importance to him, namely the preservation of 
heritage, then we can obviously find all sorts of symbols 

Fig. 8. “L’homme aux tortues—Tortoises,” in Catalogue illustré du Salon de 1906 (Paris: Bibliothèque des Annales, 1906), 23.
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dochic symbol for the failures that might be embedded 
within the Japanese success story as it unfolded in sub-
sequent decades.”67

Clearly, Shaw hesitates between two contradictory 
positions. She is tempted to draw a parallel between 
Japanese and Ottoman history but also reluctant to link 
this image to Osman Hamdi’s “authorial intent.” In the 
end however, she seems to have made up her mind in 
the direction of connecting the two:

Tortoises do not belong in mosques. They are intrac-
table and they do not respond to the kind of instruments 
carried by the dervish—they do not communicate, and 
they cannot be trained. Thus the figure, and by extension 
the artist, expresses himself as engaged in an exercise 
in patient futility somehow associated with religion. 
The painting comes to express a very effective transla-
tion of Humbert’s critique of Japanese progress into an 
Ottoman setting. Its interpretation needs no recourse 
to the source image and is ultimately not altered by its 
discovery.68

I largely agree with part of this interpretation, insofar 
as it has now moved in the direction of suggesting that 
Osman Hamdi may have chosen to depict a somewhat 
futile esoteric or “mystical” activity. It is doubtful, 
however, that this can be substantiated through the 
analysis of the Japanese source of inspiration. First of 
all, there are serious contradictions between some of 
the arguments above. The interpretation cited above 
claims that the Japanese image reveals a stunning level 
of esoteric metaphor in Osman Hamdi’s work, but at 
the same time, it does very little to elucidate the art-
ist’s authorial intent; the painting gives a very effective 
translation of Humbert’s critique of Japanese progress, 
and yet its interpretation is not altered by the discovery 
of its actual source of inspiration. This last point is par-
ticularly surprising, as it seems to suggest that any effort 
at documenting the possible inspiration of the painting 
is actually useless and futile—in a sense, redundant. 

The real problem lies in the difficulty of substantiat-
ing the link between the (Ottoman) Man with Tortoises 
and the (Japanese) Tortoise Charmer. According to 
Shaw, the imitation of the image is not sufficient: Osman 
Hamdi must have also been aware of the exact context 
in which this image was set, and must have understood 
the multilayered critique that Humbert was making of 
Japanese society and modernity. I personally find this 

I find partial confirmation of my argument in the 
most recent interpretation Wendy Shaw proposes of the 
same painting.63 To begin with, she restores the paint-
ing’s original name from the Paris Salon of 1906, and 
mentions the Arabic inscription and its meaning, with-
out, understandably, linking it to the work’s possible 
context. She also acknowledges the source of inspira-
tion I have discovered, and agrees with my vision of this 
painting as a “translation from traditional Japanese cul-
ture as depicted in European travel literature.”64 More 
importantly, she completely abandons her previous 
interpretation of the painting as a metaphor for educa-
tion and the artist’s efforts to promote a new law on 
antiquities. Instead, she suggests a new reading, this 
time based on the Japanese “connection,” arguing that 
“Eldem’s discovery of a clear source for the image pro-
vides a stunning indication of the level of esoteric met-
aphor that may have been embedded in Osman Hamdi’s 
work.”65

I find this new argument interesting on two counts. 
First, because Shaw implicitly agrees with my claim that 
the Japanese engraving invalidated previous interpre-
tations, including her own. The second point, however, 
runs counter to this impression by insisting on the need 
to find a new metaphor, this time derived from the Jap-
anese image itself:

This is particularly noteworthy as in late nineteenth and 
early twentieth century Ottoman culture, Meiji Japan 
was heralded as the premier example of moderniza-
tion for an Eastern country. It provided a model which 
could both help the Ottoman Empire escape the binary 
of Western dominance and Eastern subservience, and 
also serve as a guide for the maintenance of tradition 
within the adoption of modern technologies. Preced-
ing this perception, the 1869 article, which described a 
voyage of 1863–4 (before the Meiji restoration of 1868), 
used a discussion of the tortoise charmer as an example 
of the kind of activities, particularly practiced by Bud-
dhist priests and enjoyed among the commoners, that 
pervaded traditional Japanese society and which made 
the author “fear for the future of the Japanese people.”66

Of course, it is not easy to know what the Japanese artist 
exactly had in mind, and Shaw agrees with me that it 
is “impossible to know why…Osman Hamdi reprised 
the image so many years later.” Nevertheless, she does 
suggest that he “may have remembered [it] as a synec-
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It is possible—indeed, probable—that what Osman 
Hamdi saw in Humbert’s tortoise charmer was a tradi-
tional scene that could be easily translated into an Otto-
man context. One may even claim that he viewed it, 
somewhat against Humbert’s opinion, as symbolizing 
the permanence of tradition in the face of Western chal-
lenges. In that sense, I would very much agree with the 
way in which Shaw herself suggests the likelihood of a 
link between Osman Hamdi’s description of a stagnant 
Orient, as exemplified by his comments in his letters to 
his father from Baghdad, and the dervish figure in the 
Man with Tortoises.76 Probably the most explicit passage 
of all would be his long diatribe against the Oriental 
“nature” of his fellow Ottomans:

With the exception of my dear family and a few oth-
ers, please, Dear Father, just look around you! What do 
you see in families? Nothing but corruption, deprava-
tion, fights, divorces. They are infested by slavery and 
lose their morality to odalisques. The wife does not 
submit to her husband’s will, and the husband fails 
to respect his wife. He goes his way, as she goes hers. 
They have never held hands. They have never formed 
a family. The children are abandoned. The mother has 
never thought of them. Entrusted to a slave who thinks  
s/he is movable property, these poor children are left 
to vegetate, while the mother goes to the Sweet Waters 
to dirty and roll in the mud a name she carries but 
hates. And all of this happens just because a ridiculous 
convention in our degenerate customs requires that a 
man should close his eyes before taking a wife. A con-
vention which requires that marriage should not result 
from the free will of a man and a woman, but rather 
from an agreement between their  parents ….
 Please note, my Dear Father, that by demolishing 
in such a way our customs, which are no longer those 
of the Muslims, I am not praising European customs 
either. I have many objections to them, too, but nev-
ertheless, I must say that I prefer them, if only because 
they are generally depraved, corrupt and immoral only 
outside the marriage. The rich do not keep alongside 
their wives a stream of young slave girls, and if they do 
have illegitimate and illegal affairs, it is in the street 
with free women labeled as prostitutes, and therefore 
outside of the realm of law.
 Please note that I am speaking only of the power-
ful, of the rich, and not of the people, of the artisans. 
Bourgeois families are all more or less irreproachable, 
especially in Germany.
 Just go to the mosque on a Friday, and look at the 

to be too elaborate, especially compared to what I 
believe must have been a much less “learned” inspira-
tion. But if one were to accept that Osman Hamdi com-
bined this visual inspiration with a thorough and 
in-depth reading of Humbert’s article, it would then 
appear that there are serious differences between what 
Humbert really argues and what Shaw claims he does. 
Indeed, while it is true that he spoke of some ills of Jap-
anese society and that he linked them to Buddhist prac-
tices and traditions, a closer look at his text reveals that 
he established absolutely no link between these remarks 
and his description of the tortoise charmer, who, in 
actual fact, was depicted as an enjoyable curiosity  
and an example of patience witnessed at the Asaksa 
(Asakusa) fairground.69 More specifically, Humbert’s 
remarks on a possible degeneration of the Japanese peo-
ple were triggered by his observation of popular prints, 
one category of which he deemed “ridiculously gross 
and foolish” because of its tendency to narrate “tales 
whose heroes are monstrous characters, half-human 
and half-animal or vegetal.”70 True, Buddhism is accused 
of major crimes, in the context of the enslavement and 
ill treatment of women and children;71 but this amounts 
to about a page out of a total of fifteen, not really enough 
to label Humbert as the “interpreter of the Japanese 
malady.”72

Still, Shaw does provide a link between Buddhism 
and tortoise charming, explaining that “[Humbert] used 
a discussion of the tortoise charming as an example of 
the kind of activities, particularly practiced by Buddhist 
priests and enjoyed among the commoners, that per-
vaded traditional Japanese society and which made 
[him] ‘fear for the future of the Japanese people.’ ”73 
This, however, is a misreading or misunderstanding of 
Humbert’s words: tortoise charmers were not monks or 
priests but simply “Korean entertainers” (bateleurs 
coréens), who purchased fairground space from the 
bonzes of Asakusa in order to perform at the Quannon 
(Kannon) fair.74 Nowhere in the text is there the slight-
est suggestion that this activity should be associated 
with Buddhism and fanaticism. Quite the contrary, this 
is one of the many snapshots the author gives of a 
charming and popular Japan, characterized by fair-
ground attractions such as animal vendors, acrobats, 
dancers, tasteful handicrafts, and jugglers.75
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tainly give us more reliable tools with which to analyze 
some works whose symbolic and metaphorical aspects 
simply cannot be ignored. 

SYMBOLISM UNLEASHED: OSMAN HAMDİ’S  
GENESIS

Scholars have consistently seen a political intent in a 
number of Osman Hamdi’s paintings, ranging from a 
desire to promote and protect the empire’s historic and 
archaeological heritage to a broader need to oppose 
Western Orientalism by questioning its categories 
and clichés. In my effort to counter the sense of over-
determinism that I felt dominated these arguments,  
I have insisted that his only explicitly political painting 
was a portrait of his cousin Tevfik holding an issue of 
the French newspaper Aurore, with a dedication that 
unmistakably defines both the artist and the sitter as 
Dreyfusards (fig. 9).78 Most historians have paid little 
attention to this painting, probably because it was 
political in a way that did not correspond with their 
concerns about Osman Hamdi’s relation to the West 
through Orientalism.79

This overtly politicized painting indicates the extent 
to which Osman Hamdi’s political concerns were clearly 
“eccentric” by Ottoman standards; they revealed a 
vision centered on the Paris of his youth, with a con-
sequent tendency to view his own country from a 
distinct ly Western perspective. My view on this is 
admitted ly somewhat exaggerated, considering that the 
Dreyfus affair elicited strong reactions among Ottoman 
intellectuals of the time, but it does characterize Osman 
Hamdi’s general attitude within the context of the 
notion of super-Westernization introduced by Şerif 
Mardin in 1974.80 Within such a framework, it becomes 
possible to advance the argument that Osman Hamdi 
was intrinsically Orientalist, if only because he viewed 
the West as a model to be emulated and the East as a 
society in dire need of transformation in accordance 
with the norms of this particular model. Such an atti-
tude is not necessarily incompatible with a certain form 
of patriotism, as exemplified by a tendency to depict 
Oriental characters in a simple but dignified way.

Nevertheless, before a general framework for inter-
preting Osman Hamdi’s late paintings can even be pro-

artisan, at the bourgeois, the only source of wealth of 
a country. He is nothing but a wretch dressed in rags, 
a shadow that only inspires pity. No industry, no trade, 
nothing! Just a patient form of fatalism! Everything is 
God’s making. He goes to a half-ruined hut he calls a 
shop and finds it robbed: it is God’s making. He returns 
to a shanty he calls home and finds it in flames: it is 
again God’s making. And never the administration’s 
fault! There you have the artisan; there you have the 
taxpayer; there you have the people.77

Osman Hamdi wrote these lines less than a year after 
having received the volume of the Tour du monde.  
I believe his view of the “masses” in the Ottoman 
Empire remained much the same until the end of his 
life, which may explain why he chose to paint subjects 
that often described situations deeply anchored in an 
atmosphere of Islamic timelessness, incorporating a 
number of references to a sense of decay, from spider 
webs to broken tiles, and from religious inscriptions 
to the somewhat ragged clothes worn by the central 
figures. Yet I do not think that the Japanese image he 
first saw in 1869 contributed to this in any significant 
way, other than to provide an appealing and transpos-
able image of a traditional (and somewhat futile) oc-
cupation. There is no need, then, to seek in the image 
of a Korean turtle charmer a repertoire of references 
and meanings that would help us understand Osman 
Hamdi’s intent behind the Man with Tortoises. It seems 
to me that a basic reading of Osman Hamdi’s own writ-
ings, including his correspondence, already provides 
sufficient meaning to substantially reduce the need for 
a quest for possible metaphors and influences. I would 
even argue that the contribution provided by the dis-
covery of the Japanese image is fairly negative, in the 
sense that, as Shaw points out, it does not elucidate the 
artist’s intent, but rather, as I have tried to demonstrate, 
allows us to discard quite a number of interpretations 
that were somewhat forced upon the work.

This should allow us to maintain a more critical 
approach to much of Osman Hamdi’s artistic produc-
tion, especially with respect to a certain consistency 
with whatever writings of his are available at the time 
being, and with other sources that can be directly linked 
to his life and career. Such documentary and historical 
rigor would lay a more solid ground for possible inter-
pretations of some of his paintings. And it would cer-
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ure in Oriental garb, in a typically Oriental/Islamic/
Ottoman architectural space, with typical Oriental dec-
orative elements, surrounded by typically Islamic 
objects, that was exhibited in one of the major Western 
capitals. The points setting it apart from these other 
works, however, are too obvious to be ignored. First, it 
is the first of the series, which may be significant for con-
textualizing these differences. Second, it is the only one 
that uses a woman as its central figure. Third, it is the 
only one in which the costume is not timeless, but con-
temporary. Fourth, and most importantly, it is the only 
one where the relationship between the central figure 
and the space and objects that surround her is defined 
not by the “plausible normality” of an Oriental/Islamic 
scene that characterizes the other works of historical 
reconstitution, but rather by a blatant incompatibility 
of a rather challenging nature.

Quite naturally, it is this last element of “tension” that 
has caught the attention of a number of scholars since 
the 1970s. Insisting on the fact that the painting repre-
sented “an attractive woman sitting straight up with 
holy books at her feet,” Aksüğür Duben discovered in it 

posed, it would be useful to study one particular work 
that, in my opinion, stands apart from all others, given 
the rather blatant way in which its author seems to have 
endowed it with a great dose of symbolism. This famous 
painting, known as the Mihrab and dated 1901, depicts 
a woman sitting rather stiffly in a bright yellow décol-
leté dress on a Koran lectern, with her back to a highly 
ornate tiled mihrab. At her feet, a dozen large books, all 
manuscripts, lay strewn on the floor, while a thin curl 
of smoke rises from a gilt brass incense burner (fig. 10). 
This is, no doubt, one of Osman Hamdi Bey’s most enig-
matic paintings, and it has provoked a number of spec-
ulative interpretations about its possible meaning(s).

Chronologically and in terms of form and content, 
this painting clearly belongs to the rather consistent 
series of oversize works Osman Hamdi produced dur-
ing the last decade of his life. Like the Theologian (1902), 
the Dervish at the Children’s Tomb (1903), the Miracu-
lous Fountain (1904) (fig. 11), the Young Emir Reading 
(1905), the Believer Counting His Rosary (1905), the Man 
with Tortoises (1906), and the Cutting Edge of the Scimi-
tar (1908), this is a large canvas depicting a central fig-

Fig. 9. Portrait of Tevfik. Eskihisar, September 1899. Oil on canvas, 14 x 21 cm. Private collection. (After Mustafa Cezar, 
Sanatta Batıya Açılış ve Osman Hamdi, 2nd ed. [Istanbul: Erol Kerim Aksoy Kültür, Eǧitim, Spor ve Sağlık Vakfı, 1995], 2:709)
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Fig. 10. Genèse, 1901. Oil on canvas, 210 x 108 cm. Private collection. (After Cezar, Sanatta Batıya Açılış [1995], 2:713)
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izing mission of the Imperial Museum and its collection 
of Islamic objects. She does, however, bring two new 
elements into the equation, suggesting that the place-
ment of the woman, whom she identifies as Osman 
Hamdi’s wife, in front of a prayer niche refers to Hafez’s 
description of the beloved as the qibla (direction of 
Mecca), and adding that this image dovetailed into the 
late nineteenth-century use of a woman to portray the 
Ottoman nation, thus qualifying the museum’s mission 
as one of love and devotion towards the nation.85

For most other interpreters of this image, the empha-
sis was much more specifically on the blasphemous and 
“feminist” message the painting presumably conveyed. 
Holy books strewn all over the floor, trampled by a 

a “radical and rebellious attitude.”81 Sezer Tansuğ was 
less appreciative, and saw it as an extreme and shock-
ing case of Orientalism: “No Orientalist painter in 
Europe has gone so far as to seat a young Armenian 
female model on a Koran stand in a mosque mihrab and 
to spread pages from the Holy Koran at her feet.”82 Some 
even saw in it a proto-feminist manifesto, based on the 
glorification of women.83 The list could be extended to 
include non-Turkish sources, which tend to repeat the 
same arguments.84 Interestingly, Wendy Shaw is the 
only scholar who seems to have been less concerned 
with the painting’s possibly blasphemous nature, focus-
ing instead on a museological reading of the work, 
whereby it would stand as a metaphor for the secular-

Fig. 11. La fontaine miraculeuse, 1904. Contemporary photograph, 22 x 16 cm. (Photo: courtesy of Zerrin and Faruk Sarç)
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the depiction of the Ottoman nation as a woman is a 
phenomenon that appeared only after the 1908 Young 
Turk Revolution; in 1901, at the height of Abdülhamid 
II’s autocracy, such a metaphor would have been simply 
unthinkable. Yet for the rest we are faced with a number 
of very legitimate questions: Was the sitter his wife, a 
Frenchwoman, or was she, as some claim, an Armenian 
model? Is the slightly protruding belly an indication of 
pregnancy? Are the books scattered over the floor really 
Korans? And most of all, given my obsessive quest for 
original names, are we really sure that this painting was 
always called the Mihrab?

A good starting point could be to look back at what 
Osman Hamdi’s biographer and earliest commentator, 
Mustafa Cezar, had to say about this particular paint-
ing:

It seems that with this interesting painting, the most 
meaningful and intriguing of all his works, Osman 
Hamdi Bey, by placing a young woman in the midst 
of objects of great value to mankind, wanted to sym-
bolize the privileged status of love and affection. As 
to the incense burner and its smoke, they indicate the 
warmth of these feelings and by pointing in their direc-
tion they give greater clarity to the painting’s meaning.
 Apart from having been infused with a rather bold 
symbolism for its time, this painting reveals the artist’s 
tolerant attitude toward religious matters; however, we 
have not been able to determine what name Hamdi 
Bey had given it. All we have been able to discover, 
thanks to one of his grandsons, Cemal Bark,88 is that 
the model who sat for this painting was the daughter of 
an Armenian housemaid.
 This painting, which tries to explain the most pow-
erful feeling shared by all mankind, and, from the per-
spective of men, the place of women in the world of 
the sublime at the center of these feelings, we have 
chosen to name Mihrab. In doing so, we have taken 
into consideration the fact that mihrab means “the 
eyebrows of the beloved” and “the abode of hope,” but 
our readers will perhaps find a more appropriate name 
for it.89

Cezar’s commentary is interesting in more than one 
way. Intent on rehabilitating Osman Hamdi in the eyes 
of Turkish nationalism, he cautiously avoided spelling 
out the religious implications of the painting, opting for 
a softer reference to religious tolerance and emphasiz-
ing the assumed message of love and affection. Part of 

woman in a bright yellow décolleté dress, who sits on 
the very stand that should be devoted to cradling the 
Koran, her back turned to a prayer niche: by any stan-
dard of the time, it seems impossible to imagine a more 
offensive or explicit way of combining an attack on the 
very foundations of Islam with a vision of female eman-
cipation and empowerment. In her latest study, Shaw 
has slightly modified her vision of the work, bringing to 
the fore the painting’s focus on a single woman, and 
thereby its radically new Western gaze:

…Osman Hamdi’s Mihrab (1901) uses the image of his 
wife to characterize the ongoing shift in visual culture 
as nothing less than revolutionary. Wearing an antique 
gown, she sits on a Quran stand, books scattered at her 
feet in front of a giant tiled prayer niche (mihrab) with 
a giant candle beside it and an incense burner in the 
foreground. Smoke from the wick suggests that the 
candle has been recently extinguished. Although many 
of the objects, mostly from the collection of the Impe-
rial Museum had appeared in his earlier works, their 
conjunction here within a Western-style painting and 
with a female form uses a western artistic modality to 
render a common theme in Islamic mystical poetry, in 
which the image of the beloved represents a vision of the 
divine. The painting may also allegorize the museum, 
an institution which displaces works of devotion and 
resituates them as works of the gaze, thus secularizing 
them. The painting’s use of perspective organizes this 
secularization. Like someone performing ritual prayers, 
the spectator looks at the mihrab from a low angle. But 
something comes between him and his worship, less a 
woman, and less Osman Hamdi’s wife, than a personi-
fication of a new order: that of the gaze, and that of the 
West.86

In contrast with the amount of interest it has drawn 
from art historians, the existing documentation on 
this painting is amazingly thin. In concrete terms, the 
only elements that have been clearly identified are the 
mihrab itself, taken from the imaret (hospice) of İbrahim 
Bey in Karaman and brought to the Imperial Museum 
around 1893, the lectern (rahle) and the candlestick, 
both preserved today at the Turkish and Islamic Arts 
Museum, and the dress worn by the woman, a typical 
nineteenth-century Ottoman house dress—and not an 
“antique gown”—that was donated by the artist’s family 
to the Sadberk Hanım Museum.87 One piece of informa-
tion can immediately be discarded as anachronistic: 
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symbolic painting. One major problem with this inter-
pretation, however, is that the painting was apparently 
finished months before Leyla’s pregnancy (fig. 13).

Interestingly, however, and despite our present-day 
conviction that the painting was of a shocking and rev-
olutionary nature, contemporaries seem to have been 
much less impressed. The Academy Notes had not much 
to say, except for a very descriptive comment of the 
scene depicted:

135. “La Genèse,” Osman Hamdy. In yellow-lemon Ori-
ental robe, sitting upright in an x-shaped seat on a dais. 
Behind her is a blue-tiled Cairene wall-background; a 
censer and a number of Arabic books are scattered at 
the feet.91

Surprisingly, every detail was mentioned, but there 
seemed to be absolutely no consciousness of the pos-
sible implications of the setting and props: the robe, 
generally considered to be Western by Turkish scholars, 
was labeled “Oriental”; the Koran stand had become an 
x-shaped seat, the mihrab a “blue-tiled Cairene wall,” 
and the books were simply qualified as “Arabic.” Ap-
parently even less impressed, and probably inspired 
by the woman’s rather stiff posture, Punch also took 
notice of the painting, calling it “The Genesis of Aunt 
Sally,” an allusion to the target doll in a pub throwing 
game (fig. 14).92

Was the British public too blasé to pay attention to 
the implications of this image? Was it just oblivious to 
the meanings we now ascribe to the many symbols put 
forward in the painting? Or was the painting simply not 
powerful enough to attract the attention of viewers in 
the midst of hundreds of other works of art? There may 
be some truth to all of the above, but there was at least 
one critic who considered the painting to be “startling.” 
His astonishment, however, was for rather different rea-
sons, which have to be contextualized within the larger 
framework of a comparison between Western and East-
ern art. What triggered this comment was the “lifeless-
ness” and “lack of emotion” displayed by the otherwise 
skilled “Monsieur Lybaert, of Ghent,” another artist at 
the exhibition.93 The critic regarded Osman Hamdi’s 
Genesis almost as the antithesis of the Belgian artist’s 
work.

Compare with this the startling “Genèse” of the Turk-
ish painter, Osman Hamdy Bey, of Constantinople—a 

this argument is evidently the source of inspiration for 
Shaw’s reading of a poetic metaphor from Hafez. Yet 
the most striking element in this commentary on the 
Mihrab is without doubt the explicit way in which Cezar 
takes responsibility for the naming of the painting, with 
his expression of hope that someone else might eventu-
ally come up with a better name. It appears, then, that 
the entire art historical community had simply taken 
for granted a name that was in fact coined in 1971 by 
one of its own.

Understandably, Cezar did not have easy access to 
the sources that might have revealed the “real” name of 
the painting. Today, however, the most basic research 
reveals that this painting was exhibited for the first time  
in Berlin, in May 1901, and then in London, in May 1903, 
as entry number 135 at the Royal Academy Exhibition. 
Its name had nothing to do with the tiled mihrab in the 
background: the painting was called Genèse, in French—
that is, Genesis.90 This is certainly not the kind of name 
that might have been imposed by the organizers or by 
anyone other than Osman Hamdi Bey himself. His clear 
intention to set the whole scene around the central 
character of a young pregnant woman should put an 
end to the speculation surrounding the question of 
whether or not the slightly protruding belly had a par-
ticular meaning.

Who could that woman have been? The idea that he 
would have “retrospectively” painted his wife’s last preg-
nancy, almost ten years earlier, is not very convincing; 
all the less so, when one considers that the sitter bears 
little, if any, resemblance to his wife Marie/Naile. The 
suggestion that he might have painted the maid’s 
daughter is tempting, if only because it was reported by 
a relative, albeit one ten years younger than the paint-
ing in question. However, this seems unlikely for a 
painter known to have used himself and his family 
members almost exclusively as models for his Oriental 
scenes. It seems, therefore, that one should more care-
fully consider Osman Hamdi’s close relatives, in the 
hope of finding a young (and preferably pregnant) 
woman who might fit the role (fig. 12): his daughter, 
Leyla, born in or around 1880, gave birth to her first 
child, a little girl by the name of Nimet, on May 1, 1902. 
It is more than likely, then, that the young woman in a 
bright yellow dress with a slight potbelly was none other 
than his daughter, whom he chose to glorify in a highly 
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Fig. 12. Detail of Genèse (fig. 10): the young woman’s face and 
her slightly protruding belly.

Fig. 13. Osman Hamdi’s daughter Leyla (ca. 1880–1950). Pho-
tograph taken ca. 1905. Author’s collection. It is difficult to 
say whether she might have been the model for her father’s 
Genèse.

surprising work to come from a Turk, and still more sur-
prising as a picture accepted by the Academy. A woman 
of some depravity of air, clad in violent yellow, sits high 
against a powerful blue-tiled background, and around 
her is strewn a number of Persian books flung, half 
destroyed, upon the ground. But after a moment’s con-
templation the shock suffered by the spectator appears 
to pass away, and we are enabled to appreciate the skill 
displayed in the qualities of tones within the violence of 
tint. How colourless must our Western tints appear to 
M. Hamdy’s Eastern sun-tried eyes! Even Mr. MacBeth’s 
vigorous “Pirate’s Wife,” virile in colour and handling, yet 
instinctively refined and artistic in arrangement, may 
strike as tame the painter of the Orient; and the “Flower 
of Wifely Patience,” the graceful Grissel, or Mr. Joy, with 
its graceful lines and delicate flesh, must appear a vision 
of another and a sadly weakly world.94

The surprise, then, did not stem from the subject treat-
ed. And not a single one of the many religious props 
and references seemed to have been perceived as 
such by the critic. The shock was instead due to the 
woman’s “depravity” and, most of all, to the violence 
of the colors and contrasts, which were attributed to 
an Oriental taste, the rawness of which was thought to 
be particularly appealing to a Western audience tired 
of the blandness of its own art. Three years later, when 
Osman Hamdi was proposed—together with Auguste 
Rodin—as a possible foreign member of the Academy, 
he was remembered as “Osmond [sic] Hamdy, the Turk, 
whose strange ‘La Genèse’ was on the line in Gallery III, 
at the 1903 Academy.”95

By any standard, then, the commentators of the so-
called Mihrab have failed to establish the painting’s orig-
inal name, identify the sitter and her relation to the 
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Fig. 14. “The Genesis of Aunt Sally,” in Punch 124 (January–June, 1903), May 6, 1903: 323. www.archive.org/details/punch-
vol124a125lemouoft, accessed April 27, 2012.

http://www.archive.org/details/punchvol124a125lemouoft
http://www.archive.org/details/punchvol124a125lemouoft
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artist, or find the least bit of information concerning the 
work’s reception. Instead, they have focused on what 
was immediately visible and accessible, namely, the 
tiled prayer niche, the Koran stand, the woman’s pos-
ture, and the books strewn across the floor. Yet, even 
within these purely visual analyses, one is surprised that 
no effort was made to identify some of the details, espe-
cially the ubiquitous books. It is understandable that 
British critics in 1903 should have discarded them as 
“Arabic” or “Persian,” but what of specialists of Ottoman 
painting and visual arts? Can their contribution really 
be limited to Belgin Demirsar’s remark that the binding 
of one such book resembles that of a Koran preserved 
at Topkapı Palace?96

This indifference is all the more frustrating when one 
considers the love and care with which Osman Hamdi 
had placed (calli)graphic details throughout this paint-
ing, as in many others. The closed black book in the cen-
ter of the foreground, for example, bears the name 
“Osman Hamdi,” a playful way of signing a painting in 
Turkish to which the artist very often resorted in his 
works, including books and inscriptions (fig. 15). Closer 
to our concerns, at least three of the open books—the 
one just to the right of the incense burner, and the two 
at the extreme right—can be safely identified as Korans 
from their page layout, some decorative elements, and 
a recognizable portion of the very characteristic bas-
mala (fig. 16). Yet among these books one tome stands 
out as truly exceptional, lying directly between the right 
skirt of the young woman’s dress and the smoking 
incense burner. One can see its title page, richly deco-
rated in blue and gold, and bearing the astounding title 
of Zend-i Avesta, the famous exegesis of the Avesta, the 
sacred text of Zoroastrianism (fig. 17). Why that book? 
What had inspired Osman Hamdi? I have not been able 
to locate a single copy of the Zend-i Avesta in the manu-
script collections of Istanbul, but it is rather clear that 
his intention revolved around the idea of having the 
young woman trample sacred texts. But why, then, were 
there no Bibles among all these books?

 The mystery of Osman Hamdi’s Genesis does not end 
there. My recent work on the artist has uncovered yet 
another striking truth about this painting and its prob-
able source of inspiration. No Japanese print was 
involved this time, but rather a direct transfer from a 
contemporary French painter. Genesis had always trig-

Fig. 17. Detail (rotated 90 degrees) of Genèse (fig. 10): the 
Zend-i Avesta.

Fig. 15. Detail of Genèse (fig. 10): the book bearing Osman 
Hamdi’s name in Arabic characters (left). On the right is 
probably the title of the manuscript, but I have been unable 
to decipher it.

Fig. 16. Detail of Genèse (fig. 10): Islamic books, probably 
Korans.
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good state of conservation. When the sculpture of Tana-
gra that you saw during your latest trip was painted, it 
gained a hundred percent in beauty, and this attempt 
was well received by the majority of painters and sculp-
tors. Some followers of routine have protested, which 
is yet another proof in favor of this attempt. Hence, 
encouraged by this success, I pursue my experiments, 
and I have just finished the model for a life-size statue 
of Bellone, which will be made of all sorts of materials.99

Indeed, Hamdi had been to Paris in 1889, an occasion for 
him to visit Gérôme. That is evidently how he became 
privy to the making of Tanagra, which Gérôme unveiled 
the following year. It is extremely plausible that Hamdi 
was impressed by this piece of sculpture, of which he 
would have most likely received a signed photograph, as 
was the case with other sculptures by Gérôme.100 This 
image, together with his memories of some ten years 
earlier, probably triggered Osman Hamdi’s desire to use 
Tanagra as an inspiration for one of his paintings. One 
can only begin to imagine what Osman Hamdi had in 
mind when he started this painting. Was this meant to 
be some sort of tribute to Gérôme? Did he intend an 
oblique reference to archaeology through the famed 
terra cotta statuettes that bore this name? There is little 
doubt that this work was an intentionally radical paint-
ing, a tribute to womanhood and motherhood, with a 
little pagan twist that turned it into a statement against 
established religion, principally Islam. The painting’s 
rather unequivocal name suggests that Osman Hamdi 
was not shy about this message. After it was exhibited 
in London, the artist tried (unsuccessfully) to have it 
shown in New York.101 Yet, what remains most striking 
is the relatively flat way in which the painting was re-
ceived, at least from the evidence of the few comments 
found in the contemporary British press. It is hard to be-
lieve that a painting by an Ottoman Muslim of a young, 
pregnant woman seated on a Koran stand, turning her 
back to a prayer niche, and apparently trampling sacred 
texts should have stirred so little emotion among the 
British public.

THE QUESTION OF AUDIENCES AND RECEPTION

Nevertheless, and despite our expectation to the con-
trary, Osman Hamdi’s paintings met with a rather con-

gered a vague feeling of familiarity in me, as if the image 
of a very similar scene lurked in the recesses of my mem-
ory. I had even considered for a moment Lecomte du 
Nouÿ’s Mademoiselle de Maupin, only to discard it as 
being a little too risqué and, more particularly, because 
it is dated a year later than Hamdi’s Genesis.97 It was 
Édouard Papet who identified Tanagra as the inspira-
tion for Osman Hamdi’s painting. True, Tanagra was a 
sculpture and the woman it represented was naked. But 
her pose and her attitude left little doubt as to the strong 
connection that linked it to Hamdi’s Genesis (fig. 18).98 
Given the influence that Gérôme had had on Osman 
Hamdi and the friendship that eventually developed 
between the two men, such a connection made sense. 
There is also a piece of written evidence that, though it 
does not explicitly prove the connection, demonstrates 
that Tanagra was a prominent subject of conversation 
between Gérôme and Hamdi. In a letter dated January 
23, 1891, the French painter addressed his Ottoman col-
league on what was then his major preoccupation—
polychromic sculpture:

I am all the more interested by your discoveries because 
I am very busy with coloring sculptures and you have 
unearthed numerous examples of this technique in a 

Fig. 18. Left) Jean-Léon Gérôme, Tanagra, 1890. Statue in 
wax-colored marble, 154.7 x 56 x 57.3 cm. Musée d’Orsay, 
Paris. (Photo: Albert Giraudon [1890], © Patrice Schmidt, 
Musée d’Orsay)
Right) Detail of Genèse (fig. 10), reversed for purposes of com-
parison.
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participated in the London Exhibition for the last time. 
The longish review of the two paintings he exhibited 
there, the Theologian and the Children’s Tomb, can be 
read as a summary of his reception in London through-
out that decade:

Among the genre pictures, one re-discovery is to be 
made of great interest, the work of Osman Hamdy Bey, 
who exhibited one picture, “Jeune Emir à l’Etude,” in 
1906. A Constantinopolitan, he wisely treats Oriental 
subjects in a manner reminding Englishmen of Lewis. 
He has the fine Oriental feeling for the harmony of vivid 
colour more properly Persian than Turkish, and he is 
capable of a dignified pathos not to be found in Lewis’s 
work. The graduated harmony in his lesser work, “Le 
Théologien,” from the brilliant turquoise wall-tiles, 
the clear yellow of the figure’s silken coat and the gold 
diapered white cotton of his shirt, through the mother-
of-pearl ornaments of the Koran-stand, to the faded 
hues of the worn prayer-rug on which it stands, could 
only have been seen by an Oriental; while the material 
of the highly-glazed wall-tiles is exceedingly skillfully 
given according to European methods. He fails here in 
the flesh tints and modelling of the face, but succeeds 
much better in the figure of his other, finer picture, “Le 
Tombeau des Enfants.” In this it would be difficult to 
surpass the richness and harmony of his colouring. It is 
comparable to some of the finest periods of Persian illu-
mination. The full, purplish-ultramarine of the wall-tiles, 
with their neutral tinted frieze, the brownish madder of 
the tablets depending from them, the little grey stone 
tombs, with their decorations in faint colour, the Persian 
leopard’s skin, the clear ochre of the rush-matting, the 
greyish ochre of the carved entry, with the note of red 
in the socket of the taper, and of sanguine in the roof of 
the entry, form a perfect harmony of brilliant contrasts. 
The material of the somewhat spoiled tiles, of the stone-
work, of the rush-matting, and of a covering to one of 
the tombs are admirably rendered. It is to be hoped that 
this beautiful and interesting example of hybrid art will 
not be allowed to leave this country.105

The problem, then, is to make sense of the discrepancy 
between these contemporary views and most of the 
present-day interpretations of Osman Hamdi’s work. 
This discrepancy can be identified at two different levels. 
First, in terms of the perception of a message “embed-
ded” in the paintings: where present-day art historians 
see allegories, metaphors, and messages, contemporary 
Western viewers (or at least critics) saw only a quaint, 

sistently conventional response in the West. Generally 
speaking, there was always a more or less explicit em-
phasis on the fact that he was a “Turk,” i.e., a Muslim, 
meaning that his inclination and talent should be con-
sidered with a blend of curiosity, admiration, and en-
couragement. When it came to the artistic nature of 
his work, however, most of the critics agreed on the 
importance of the combined effect of color, detail, and 
a “touch” that was assumed to be inherent and innate 
to his identity as an “Oriental.” The commentaries on 
Genesis were along this line, and similar arguments 
followed in practically every one of the rare reviews 
of his later paintings. In 1906, his Young Emir Reading 
was evidently seen as an Orientalist piece, considering 
that The Times pronounced it “almost as good as a good 
Jérôme (sic).”102 Another critic gave a more detailed list 
of its merits:

Conspicuous in the fourth room is an oriental picture 
by an Oriental—the “Jeune Emir à l’étude,” by Osman 
Hamdy Bey—showing the subject reclining at full length 
on his stomach, supporting his shoulders by his elbows, 
and reading a substantial tome a few inches from his 
nose. The position of the figure is truly oriental in its 
entire lack of strenuousness and its suggestion, to 
Western eyes, of mild discomfort. Artistically the chief 
attraction of the week [sic, for work] is its extraordinarily 
finished craftsmanship. There is not a square inch on the 
canvas that has not received the most minute attention; 
the robe, the skin, the interior surroundings, are master-
pieces of complete imitation. The actuality of the blue 
tiles at the back challenges that of Sir Alma Tadema’s 
marble. What is its artistic merit we are as unable to 
guess as we are to deny the months of care and labour 
it must have involved.103

Another, shorter, commentary adopted a similar atti-
tude: “a curious and effective picture, remarkable for its 
precise reproduction of the blue tiles and other accesso-
ries of the divan.”104 It was clear that the Young Emir had 
received a treatment very similar to the Genesis. There 
was little, if any, concern for what we today consider 
to be the most striking element of the picture—the 
casual, magazine-like reading of the Koran—but in-
stead a great degree of appreciation for the painstaking 
craftsmanship displayed, together with its corollary, an 
assumed “cultural” accuracy that could compensate for 
the lack of true artistic merit. In 1909, Osman Hamdi 
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covered with “studies of various spots in Ottoman cit-
ies, used as a base for the greater canvasses.” About the 
painting half visible in the photograph he had very lit-
tle to say, apart from the fact that the setting was an 
enlargement of a study Hamdi had personally made of 
an old han in the Covered Bazaar, and that “the young 
man wearing an Oriental costume” was a model who 
had posed in that very studio.108 Ahmed İhsan could not 
have been unaware that this “young man” was none 
other than the artist’s son, Edhem. Why he may have 
chosen not to reveal it, we can only surmise, but it was 
striking that this description ended with a reference to 
the painter’s international fame:

It is in this studio, which we have tried to describe, that 
this respected artist has created the paintings that have 
been accepted and admired in the fine arts exhibitions 
of Europe. All these paintings are today in the respectful 
hands of the art lovers of the West.109

It is clear, then, that what counted most for Ahmed 
İhsan was not what the paintings looked like, but that 
Osman Hamdi had attained international fame. There 
is little doubt that this was more or less the image that 
the general Ottoman public (in its relatively learned ver-
sion) also had of the artist—as a man who had acquired 
international recognition and earned the respect of the 
West. This was certainly a reassuring feeling, given the 
constant insecurity the Ottomans felt in the face of Eu-
ropean scorn, but it did not entail any knowledge of 
the paintings themselves. In fact, according to Ahmed 
İhsan’s memoirs it was not just that the larger public did 
not see them, but that Osman Hamdi made it a point to 
keep them hidden from public view:

He would take me to his studio. The studio was hidden 
in the inner section of the mansion. Hamdi Bey would 
paint his canvasses there in secret and then send them 
to Europe; hardly anyone could set foot there. For he 
feared the monster of fanaticism.110

Under these circumstances, the messages imputed to 
the paintings, including that of his presumed opposition 
to Orientalism, then become all the more difficult to 
sustain, for we must assume either that Osman Hamdi’s 
messages never really existed or that he rather naively 
expected them to be meaningful to a Western audience. 
This last point would, in effect, lead us to Zeynep Çelik’s 

curious, and unquestionably Oriental scene. Second, in 
terms of the nature of the artist’s Orientalism: contrary 
to some recent views on resistance, rebellion, and sub-
version, Western audiences did not appear to have felt 
in any way threatened or challenged by Osman Hamdi 
Bey’s paintings. At most, critics, as above, seemed to 
have felt that he had a “dignified pathos” absent from 
the average Western Orientalist, and tentatively tried 
to label his art as “hybrid,” evidently because they felt 
it was Western in style, but Oriental at heart.

This difference derives largely from the fact that pres-
ent-day interpretations concentrate almost exclusively 
on the painter and his paintings, with little reflection 
on their reception and their audience. It is striking that 
most of the meanings and messages deciphered in his 
work assume almost exclusively a local (Ottoman, Ori-
ental, Turkish) audience: museological metaphors, calls 
for preservation, secularist undertones, challenges to 
religious dogma, the stress on books, the glorification 
of women. This, it seems, is what induces Shaw to con-
clude her earliest study of Osman Hamdi’s paintings 
with a discussion of the ways in which this subversive 
form of Orientalism was able to escape Ottoman cen-
sorship and avoid shocking Ottoman audiences.106

 The problem, however, is that Osman Hamdi had no 
“Ottoman audiences” and almost never exhibited his 
work in his own country.107 And the few times he did, 
only a very limited number of earlier paintings were 
included, none of which belonged to the group of 
“meaningful” scenes examined in the preceding pages. 
The latter paintings, on the contrary, were all—exclu-
sively—displayed before Western audiences. An inter-
esting witness to this was Ahmed İhsan [Tokgöz], the 
owner and chief editor of the illustrated Servet-i Fünun, 
an avowed admirer of Osman Hamdi, both as an artist 
and as the director of the Imperial Museum. In one of 
the many articles he devoted to his hero, Ahmed İhsan 
described the artist’s studio in his seaside mansion of 
Kuruçeşme, together with a photograph that showed 
him in front of a partially identifiable Cutting Edge of 
the Scimitar. Yet the text did very little to enlighten the 
reader beyond a few details: Osman Hamdi was a 
“famous painter,” and his studio was “lit by the sun in 
conformity with the art of painting”: it was cluttered 
with “various costumes and objects,” and its walls were 
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the depiction of Oriental scenes that shared a common 
grammar, rather than a common message? Would this 
not enable us to reduce the disturbing gap between 
our reading of his paintings and that of contemporary 
audiences in Paris and London? My impression is that 
Osman Hamdi knew exactly what he was doing, and 
that, after a couple of decades of hesitations, he had 
finally found a combination that ensured him almost 
foolproof success with a Western audience, a perfect 
‘bon pour l’Occident’ type of formula.

Osman Hamdi’s relationship to his subjects and to 
his audience could be critically assessed by examining 
his almost obsessive use of himself as a model (figs. 19 
and 20). This trait has often been presented as some-
thing that set him apart from Western Orientalist paint-

rather pessimistic conclusion about the efficacy of his 
struggle against Orientalism:

Despite several exhibitions of his work in Paris and at 
the world’s fairs, Osman Hamdi’s attempts to correct 
the epistemological status of Oriental representations 
remained overlooked in France and were not incorpo-
rated into art history’s discourse on Orientalism until 
very recently.111

But what if there had not been any struggle? What if, on 
the contrary, Osman Hamdi’s whole effort was geared 
toward pleasing a Western audience by fulfilling most 
of their expectations? What if Osman Hamdi really was 
what Western critics took him to be, a peintre de genre 
who had gradually found his calling—or his market—in 

Fig. 19. Osman Hamdi dressed in ragged Oriental clothes, 
ca. 1890. Photograph, 22 x 16.4 cm. Author’s collection. The 
artist used this pose in his In the Green Mosque (1890), Cler-
ics before a Mosque (n.d. [fig. 3]), and The Cutting Edge of the 
Scimitar (1908 [fig. 4]). Note the pencilled grid used by the 
artist to reproduce the image on the canvas.

Fig. 20. Osman Hamdi posing in Oriental garb, ca. 1903. Pho-
tograph, 36 x 24.3 cm. (Photo: courtesy of Zerrin and Faruk 
Sarç): This is the pose of the dervish in the two versions (1903 
and 1908) of the Dervish at the Children’s Tomb (fig. 5).
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Fig. 21. Pietro Montani (?) (right) posing as an inhabitant of 
Jiyaddele, near Mecca. (After Osman Hamdi and Victor-
Marie de Launay, Les costumes populaires de la Turquie en 
1873. Ouvrage publié sous le patronage de la Commission impé-
riale ottomane pour l’Exposition universelle de Vienne 
[Constantinople: Imprimerie du Levant Times and Shipping 
Gazette, 1873], pt. 3, pl. XXXIX)

Fig. 22. Victor-Marie de Launay (left) posing as a Muslim 
hodja in Shkoder. (After Hamdi and de Launay, Les costumes 
populaires, pt. 1, pl. XIII)

Fig. 23. Victor-Marie de Launay (left) posing as an inhabit-
ant of Mostar. (After Hamdi and de Launay, Les costumes 
populaires, pt. 1, pl. XXIII)

Fig. 24. Ahmed Midhat Efendi (right) posing as a Lebanese 
Bedouin. (After Hamdi and de Launay, Les costumes popu-
laires, pt. 3, pl. XXXI)
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Fig. 25. Osman Hamdi posing in Vienna, ca. 1873. Author’s 
collection. (Photo: Fritz Luckhardt Studio)

Fig. 27. Kurd from Palu (right). (After Hamdi and de Launay, 
Les costumes populaires, pt. 3, pl. XXIII)

Fig. 26. Kurd from Mardin (center). (After Hamdi and de 
Launay, Les costumes populaires, pt. 3, pl. XXI)
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and exhibitions.117 The assumption that any British, 
French, or German visitor of these shows would have 
recognized Osman Hamdi is unconvincing. Among the 
few comments I have been able to find on his works, 
not a single one identifies him as the central character. 
As to his identity as an artist, his name is once mis-
spelled as “Osmond,”118 and in 1909 one critic was con-
vinced that “he [was] no other than the man who, on  
April 27, as Clerk to the Committee of the Chamber for 
the revision of the Constitution, read the fetva whereby 
the despotism of Abdul Hamid, the ‘Red’ Sultan, was 
finally shattered.”119 So, although as an artist he was 
systematically presented in exhibition catalogues as 
the director of the Imperial Museum—a fact that was 
often influential in the decision to accept his paint-
ings—there was simply no way the public could have 
known about his passion for representing himself in 
the Oriental scenes he submitted to the appreciation 
of Western audiences.

Interestingly, the only contemporary observer who 
explicitly referred to Osman Hamdi’s use of Orien-
tal(ized) self-portraiture was the archaeologist James 
Theodore Bent, who noted the ironic twist he asso ciated 
with this practice:

In point of fact, if he [Hamdi Bey] had been an English-
man he would probably have been a rival of Mr. Gros-
smith’s on the stage,120 for nothing gives him keener 
pleasure than a photograph he had taken a short time 
ago representing him as one of the contorted ragged 
beggars of Stamboul, with all the appliances of men-
dicity [sic] around him, including the wallet, the staff, 
and the dish for alms, and with the most abject look 
of distress on his visage that any beggar could possibly 
assume.
 “I am thinking,” says his Excellency with bitter irony, 
“of sending this photograph to all the directors of 
museums in Europe who speak of me, the Director of 
the Imperial Ottoman Museum at Constantinople, as a 
savage; it will be a satisfaction to the poor things to feel 
that they have been right for once.”121

Bent hated Hamdi, whom he described as a duplici-
tous character whose only aim in life was to counter 
the actions undertaken by Europeans in the domain of 
archaeology, while at the same time leading them to 
believe he shared their ideals and values. Yet, from our 
perspective, it is particularly interesting to note that 

ers, if only because it reduced the distance between the 
painting, the painter, and, eventually, the viewer. Apart 
from the fact that there are many cases of Orientalized 
self-portraiture in Western Orientalist art, especially in 
photography, this interpretation excludes the possibil-
ity of a purely pragmatic explanation—a lack of mod-
els perhaps—or that of a certain taste for role playing 
and exoticism. Indeed, it should not be forgotten that 
the much discussed volume of popular costume he pub-
lished in 1873 with Victor-Marie de Launay was full of 
such examples, involving (possibly) the architect Pietro 
Montani, who donned the costume of an inhabitant of 
Jiyaddele, near Mecca (fig. 21),112 the volume’s co-edi-
tor, de Launay, who appeared twice, once as a Muslim 
hoca (hodja) of Shkoder (fig. 22) and the other time as 
an inhabitant of Mostar (fig. 23),113 and Hamdi’s friend, 
the famed novelist Ahmed Midhat Efendi, dressed up 
as a “Lebanese Bedouin” (fig. 24).114 In Vienna that same 
year, Osman Hamdi did not hesitate to pose in a local 
photographer’s studio in a costume (fig. 25) that was a 
composite of the “Kurd from Mardin” (fig. 26) and the 
“Kurd from Palu” (fig. 27), both from the same album.115

 For most art historians, this self-portrayal in Oriental
 garb and pose is intimately linked to the assumption
 that the general public understood that this was what
 Osman Hamdi was doing, as Shaw assumes in her latest
 reevaluation of Hamdi’s paintings:

Likewise, no more sophisticated than spectators today, 
the original viewers of these works would very likely 
have understood the images as self-portraits, and thus 
would have wondered why this suit-wearing, very 
modern and famous artist, Osman Hamdi, director 
of the Imperial Museum and of the Academy of Fine 
Arts, would dress up as a tortoise trainer/dervish/old-
fashioned Ottoman with weapons. By establishing his 
image in an anachronistic setting, and indeed at times 
communicating with his double as though talking to a 
mirror, Osman Hamdi projected his own identity into 
settings rife with contradictions.116

This might have been true if his works had been ex-
hibited in Istanbul, where he was indeed a relatively 
recognizable celebrity. But they were not, except for a 
few in 1881 and 1882, none of which involved any form 
of self-portrayal. The only audience he really had, with 
the exception of his family, was in European salons 
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Osman Hamdi’s works is hidden in a letter he received 
from Edward J. Poynter in 1906. The famed British 
painter, then president of the Academy, thanked him 
for the photograph of the Man with Tortoises he had 
just received. Poynter charmingly added that he had 
seen the painting the previous year, at the Paris Salon 
of 1905. However, in 1905 the Man with Tortoises had 
not yet been painted. What had happened, then? At the 
1905 Salon, Hamdi had exhibited two works, the Young 
Emir Reading, and the Believer Counting His Rosary. In 
all probability, it was this last painting that Poynter had 
seen, mistaking it for the Man with Tortoises. And why 
shouldn’t he have? Although the two paintings were evi-
dently different, they spoke the same language, depict-
ing a single, bearded Oriental wearing a typical Oriental 

Bent’s comment was dated 1888, two years before Inside 
the Green Mosque, the first example we know of his use 
of self-portraiture in an Oriental scene. From the start 
of his career, when he had sat as an Oriental model for 
Boulanger in 1865, to its end, Hamdi’s Oriental poses 
had become almost second nature, ranging from the an-
thropological curiosity rendered by photography to the 
artistic depiction of a timeless Orient through painting. 
There is no denying that Osman Hamdi’s obsession with 
self-portrayal deserves our full attention. But to reduce 
this to a mere strategy of communication would amount 
to suggesting that he expected the (Western) viewer to 
identify him as the character in Oriental garb. Apart 
from the fact that this is highly unlikely, indeed, practi-
cally impossible, I would like to believe that Osman 
Hamdi himself was not that naïve. 

 Given the difficulty of verifying the existence of cer-
tain messages in the reactions of his Western audiences, 
I propose that this quest be set aside for a moment and 
invert the process by looking at what these audiences 
did perceive as the main features of Osman Hamdi’s 
paintings. As I have tried to show through a number of 
examples, the consistent leitmotif dominating Western 
comments and critiques revolves around the presumed 
veracity and accuracy of the depiction of elements 
deemed essentially Oriental. It appears, then, that 
Osman Hamdi’s real success lay in his ability to con-
vince his viewers that he, as an Oriental, possessed the 
necessary skills and, most of all, the intrinsic and innate 
capacity, to represent his familiar environment with 
greater truth than Western painters. To do this, he 
needed to develop a strategy, or rather a method, con-
sisting mostly of an intelligent way of assembling the 
constitutive elements of each of his paintings. This, to 
me, is Osman Hamdi’s grammar of Orientalism.

OSMAN HAMDI’S GRAMMAR OF ORIENTALISM

The most characteristic aspect of the paintings Osman 
Hamdi produced during the last decade of his life is the 
impression they give of belonging to a series: many iden-
tical or similar elements are carried from one canvas 
to another, creating a very strong sense of repetition. 
A strangely telling, but somewhat anecdotal, proof of 
the “subliminal” interchangeability that characterized 

Fig. 28. Sketch, ca. 1908. Oil on canvas, 36 x 25 cm. (Photo: 
courtesy of Zerrin and Faruk Sarç)
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or occupation generally associated with Islam; the inte-
rior of a recognizably Oriental/Islamic/Ottoman build-
ing, almost always defined, if not architecturally then 
contextually, as religious; the almost systematic pres-
ence of physical signs of wear and tear in that structure 
and its decoration; and repetitive decorative architec-
tural elements and objects of an Oriental/Islamic 
nature: tiles, calligraphy, carpets, and, of course, books, 
identifiable by either their script and layout, or their 
leather binding. With such a systematic repetition of 
themes and references, it becomes difficult to individ-
ualize the possible message of each of these paintings, 
beyond a general impression of this as an Oriental/
Islamic scene.

While largely agreeing that Osman Hamdi had made 
depictions of the Orient and/or Islam his trademark, 
researchers have understandably wanted to qualify how 
he depicted this world. This approach has generally 
been based on the assumption that Orientalism can be 
measured against a concrete set of criteria and that 
Osman Hamdi somehow managed to “pass” this crucial 
test to avoid being lumped together with Western Ori-
entalists. This process is much older than is generally 
thought: its genealogy can be traced back to Adolphe 
Thalasso, who insisted, only a year after Hamdi’s death, 
that his work depicted an Orient that was clearly and 
simply “Turkish”: “All his paintings are, essentially, Turk-
ish and therefore give clearly the impression that they 
could have been made only by a Turkish artist.”123 After 
decades of indifference and disapproval, fed by the 
nationalist and anti-imperialist discourse of the Kemal-
ist republic, Cezar took up Thalasso’s argument to 
explain that although “it is true that Osman Hamdi gives 
the impression of an Orientalist painter,” it was also 
obvious that “he could only have had a different sensi-
tivity from Europeans towards subjects relating to this 
country, and that these feelings would necessarily 
reflect on his work,” simply because “he was a man of 
this land, and a member of this society.”124 To this, Cezar 
added a modernist argument that was clearly meant to 
redeem Osman Hamdi’s image as an uprooted intellec-
tual and Orientalist artist: he was the founding figure of 
an Ottoman cultural renaissance that would directly 
feed into the modernist project of the Republic.125

From the late 1980s on, there has been an interesting 
development of this argument, mostly due to a post-

costume, who stands in a characteristically Oriental set-
ting, projecting an attitude that could only be qualified 
as Oriental. Once this “essence” was perceived, and with 
the help of the passage of time, it was relatively unim-
portant whether the dress was red or yellow, the tiles 
inscribed or plain, or whether there were tortoises or 
slippers on the floor. By essentialist standards, the two 
paintings were almost identical.

Another striking and, I believe, convincing, example 
of how “flexible” Osman Hamdi’s paintings were is a 
small sketch in which he seems to have toyed with the 
idea of bringing the two characters of the Cutting Edge 
of the Scimitar and the dervish of the Man with Tortoises 
together against the background of the steps leading to 
a mosque door, which he had already used in 1883 and 
1897 in scenes depicting two Ottoman ladies wearing 
their feraces (fig. 28).122 Although this painting never 
came to be, the fact that he considered juggling his char-
acters and settings in such a way seems to speak against 
the idea of a planned and conscious message behind 
every work. More importantly, perhaps, it points to the 
existence of a grammar that made it possible to com-
pose scenes from a variety of interchangeable elements.

 To describe this grammar, and to understand how it
 may have functioned, one would need to examine its
 basic constitutive elements. These can be listed under
three major headings:

a)  the character: a central figure in Oriental garb
b)  the objects: a number of artifacts that help “authen-

ticate” the scene
c)  the setting: an architectural structure, always in par-

tial view, bearing a number of decorative elements 
and communicating a certain atmosphere.

Perhaps a practical, if somehow reductionist, way to 
reveal the remarkable consistency, and, in some ways, 
the repetitiveness, of Osman Hamdi’s work during the 
last decade of his life is to “deconstruct” each of these 
paintings and force their constitutive elements into a 
simple analytical table (table 1).

In this table, the contents of Osman Hamdi's pain-
tings have been tentatively mapped with a view to iden-
tifying trends and patterns. It shows rather clearly to 
what extent Hamdi consistently used and reused cer-
tain elements: a central male figure (generally himself); 
a colorful Oriental costume (very often yellow); a pose 
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adox” that would continue to plague Turkish painting 
throughout the Republic.126 Somewhat along the same 
line, Germaner and İnankur would insist on Hamdi’s 
conscious choice of representing clerics “who ques-
tioned the dogmatic aspect of religion,” as well as “Otto-
man intellectuals reading or discussing,” rather than 
“fatalist, idle and lascivious Orientals,” thus introducing 
a distinction between Hamdi’s Orientalist style and his 
reformist intentions as illustrated in his work.127 A fur-
ther step in this direction was taken by Ahmet Ersoy, 
who evoked Osman Hamdi’s ambiguous position “both 

Saidian realization of the complexity of Orientalist dis-
course. Roughly speaking, two main trends seem to have 
emerged. The first and main one followed somewhat 
along Thalasso and Cezar’s argument about the specific 
characteristics that set Osman Hamdi apart from West-
ern Orientalists. To Aksüğür Duben, his resemblance to 
European painters did not extend beyond the use of cer-
tain objects; he was first and foremost a Tanzimat 
reformist, who painted for a cause, but that was pre-
cisely also the reason why his paintings bore so many 
hallmarks of the “epistemological and ontological par-

Table 1. A Breakdown of the Constitutive Elements of Osman Hamdi’s Orientalist Paintings, 1901–8: For those paintings 
that were exhibited, the year of production is given in bold type; colors are represented by their initials: Yellow, Green, 
Red, and Blue.
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the presence of a book, or rather the Book, and the fact 
that people are reading it, be systematically taken as the 
sign of a different, and potentially critical, approach to 
religion? No nineteenth-century Orientalist would have 
ever denied the central importance of the Koran and its 
teachings in Islam. In fact, the main argument would 
have been that this was precisely what characterized 
the backwardness of this religion, imprisoned within 
the sacredness of a single text and the straitjacket of its 
exegeses and interpretations. The argument that Ham-
di’s characters are not just reading but discussing needs 
to be proven otherwise than through intuition. More-
over, this does not preclude a scene depicting very 
orthodox scholars commenting on sacred texts.

Nor am I convinced by the argument that “meticu-
lously articulated architectural details” should be seen 
as part of a “local” sensitivity that sets him apart from 
Westerners.132 One could even claim that this kind of 
photographic rendering was precisely a trademark of 
Western Orientalist painting, as was the practice—
often Osman Hamdi’s, too—of using identical architec-
tural spaces for very different contexts, and of turning 
decorative elements into freely interchangeable props. 
More importantly, however, this architectural and dec-
orative precision came, as I tried to show earlier, with 
a rather systematic depiction of broken tiles, cracked 
walls, peeling plaster, and spider webs. Are these not 
very typical symbols of decrepitude and dereliction, so 
often present in Orientalist representations of the East, 
frozen amidst its own ruins?

Orientalism (or its absence), then, is often in the eye 
of the beholder: depending on the particular aspect on 
which one focuses, one’s interpretation of Osman Ham-
di’s ideological stance may change considerably. The 
real challenge, then, is to make sure that one’s vision is 
consistent enough to incorporate the major constitu-
tive elements of his pictorial art. To say that Osman 
Hamdi was a man of mission, a patriot, a modernist, and 
a reformist is relatively easy: the few writings we have 
from him, combined with his brilliant career as an 
archaeologist and, especially, as a museum director, 
would largely suffice to prove this point. Yet, are we not 
somehow inverting the analytical process by “discover-
ing” in his painting the very ideology he stood for 
throughout his life and career? Are we not turning our 

inside and outside Orientalism,” and associated his 
paintings with a purpose that betrayed a “romantic and 
proto-nationalist dialogue with the Ottoman and 
Islamic past.”128

It is to Zeynep Çelik, however, that we owe the idea 
that Osman Hamdi might have been “speaking back to 
Orientalist discourse”; in other words, his aim was more 
specifically directed at the West, rather than contained 
within the rhetoric of reform and modernity at home.129 
This was taken up by Ussama Makdisi, but only to show 
how Osman Hamdi, viewed from the Arab lands, 
acquired a strongly Orientalist and colonial undertone, 
for “ ‘[s]peaking back’ (as Çelik has called it) to Western 
Orientalist discourse entailed the creation of an Otto-
man Orientalist discourse with its own internal com-
plexity.”130 Wendy Shaw’s position somewhat straddles 
the two trends, arguing mostly in favor of an educa-
tional and reformist message embedded in the paint-
ings, while at the same time seeing this as a way of 
“subverting” Orientalism.

My main objection to the arguments that insist on 
seeing Osman Hamdi as essentially different from his 
Western colleagues is that they tend to set a bar where 
I would see a very blurred and flexible boundary. I find 
it risky to assume that Western Orientalism will reveal 
its evil intentions so easily; many painters of the nine-
teenth century produced and contributed to Oriental-
ism and its discourse without resorting to images of 
Sapphic orgies, bloodbaths, rolling heads, or misery and 
filth. To me, the claim that Osman Hamdi should be set 
apart because his men of religion are erect, hold and 
read books, and have a dignified posture, or because his 
women are not naked and/or lasciviously reclining on 
sofas, is somewhat too minimalist: this leaves enough 
space for a myriad of Western artists to get away with 
very insidious forms of Orientalism. 

Let us consider in closer detail some of the points 
raised. True, books are present in almost every one of 
his paintings. His Theologian does resemble a medita-
tive Saint Jerome, and his other clerics—or whatever 
they are, as we do not really know—have an air of dig-
nity about them.131 But is this not something one could 
find in the work of a number of Western painters, such 
as Ludwig Deutsch (1855–1935), who has some Orien-
tals even reading a newspaper? Moreover, why should 
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the Orient could often be extremely demeaning due to 
the combined effect of ignorance and clichés, this did 
not preclude him from sharing some of these views, 
albeit with a much more conscious and mindful atti-
tude towards the culture he depicted in his paintings.

What, then, might have been the driving force behind 
his painting? The sheer enjoyment he derived from it 
was quite obviously the main motivation behind forty-
five years of practically uninterrupted artistic produc-
tion. Salomon Reinach, in a long obituary, insisted that 
Hamdi “was an artist at heart” and that “he had painted 
all his life.” It was probably also true that Hamdi had 
often told him that he considered himself a “ ‘raté’ 
because he had not excelled in painting as much as he 
had wanted to,” a bitter admission of his passion for 
art.135 

Yet artistic enjoyment and a passion for painting are 
not sufficient explanation in the specific case of those 
large paintings depicting Oriental scenes that he pro-
duced in the last decade of his life. These were clearly a 
pictorial program of some sort, which most scholars 
have tried to link to political and/or ideological moti-
vations. Disappointing as it may sound, I believe that 
his main motivation there was to cater to the expecta-
tions of a Western audience by offering an aesthetically 
pleasing, technically convincing, and culturally consis-
tent vision of an Islamic Orient. Conscious of the fact 
that his works were received with the knowledge that 
he himself was “from there,” he played the card of 
authenticity and verisimilitude that drew so many 
appreciative comments about the “truth” of the details 
and colors of “his” world. In so doing, he was, of course, 
implicitly challenging Western Orientalism, by giving 
the impression he was doing things differently. This 
challenge was rendered all the more easy by the fact 
that Gérôme’s type of Orientalism was by then much 
snubbed by the art critique. Because people knew he 
was not a Westerner, Osman Hamdi acquired a relative 
aura that allowed him to do things very similarly while 
seemingly setting himself apart from the rest. Ulti-
mately, then, his Orientalist works are aesthetic con-
structions designed to attract the attention of a Western 
public by intelligently combining clichés with the priv-
ilege of being an “insider within the outside.”136 We 
should never forget that Osman Hamdi was a profes-
sional, and a man with a keen sense of opportunity. 

study of his art into a sort of self-fulfilling prophecy, a 
form of circular reasoning, whereby we claim to read a 
meaning in his paintings, when we are in fact imposing 
it from what we already know, or think we know, about 
the man himself?

As to the question of opposing Orientalism or sub-
verting it, I remain skeptical. For this, I have very little 
to present as evidence, other than that Western audi-
ences seem never to have taken it that way. Of course, 
one could even claim that this is precisely the point of 
subversion, and that he had them fooled. But I doubt 
that the “subverter” would have been satisfied if his 
actions had remained a well-kept secret. Obviously, it 
is true that Osman Hamdi never went as far as present-
ing a demeaning image of the Orient he depicted. 
According to Edwin Pears, he strongly objected to Pierre 
Loti’s description of Ottoman women.133 Yet, does that 
exclude the possibility that he may have himself been 
at the same time deeply entrenched in an Orientalist 
vision of that same world? Objecting to Western Orien-
talism, while at the same time exhibiting one’s own Ori-
entalism towards “others” is not unheard of, and I 
would, only half-jokingly, evoke the history of the Turk-
ish Republic to prove my point. In Osman Hamdi’s case, 
I believe Orientalism came all the more naturally, since 
he branched out rather early into a lifestyle and career 
path that made it almost inevitable. Although certainly 
a patriot at heart, he possessed a very strong base of 
“acquired” Orientalism of a Western kind, which in time 
came to dominate his vision of the world that sur-
rounded him. From the perspective of his archaeologi-
cal career, allegiance to and recognition by the Western 
scientific community were essential to his survival in a 
world from which he felt estranged to a great degree.134 
This was all the more true of his artistic production, 
which espoused most of the forms, subjects, and incli-
nations of Western Orientalist painting. For a man who 
had spent eight years in Paris, was married twice to 
French women, and spoke and wrote French more read-
ily than Turkish with his family and colleagues, Orien-
talism had most probably become both a side effect and 
an expression of his way of life. He thus shielded him-
self and his most intimate entourage from an environ-
ment with which he had, or thought he had, very little 
in common. Under such circumstances, while it is more 
than likely that he understood that Western views of 
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Osman Hamdi’s time, rather than through the truly fas-
cinating, but to me marginal, story of its present-day 
iconic success. Moreover, the autonomy of a painting 
works both ways: if it is true that one cannot limit the 
study of a work to the historical context of its creator, 
it is also extremely risky to use present perceptions of 
an artwork to understand the intentions of its long gone 
artist. Nevertheless, I do not see any incompatibility 
between these two very different approaches. In the 
case of Osman Hamdi, I think that the systematic way 
in which his paintings were and still are misnamed, the 
almost total ignorance about how they were received, 
and the absence of a comprehensive and critical cata-
logue of his oeuvre, as well as the lacunae and basic 
errors that still plague his biography are sufficient proof 
that the most basic work of the historian has not yet 
been properly done. Inevitably, then, most of the art his-
torical studies related to Osman Hamdi have to this day 
had to rely on a very thin, and what is even worse, very 
incorrect, documentary base. This, to me, is a major 
problem, which I do not believe can be solved by criti-
cal interpretation alone. We need to do the basic his-
torical groundwork if we want to break free from it.

I hope that the way I have treated Osman Hamdi’s 
Genesis—formerly known as the Mihrab—may con-
vince the reader that I do not deny the possibility of the 
existence of a message, and that I wish for an investiga-
tion in the direction of a more interpretive approach. I 
may be overly cautious in this respect, by avoiding and 
warning against assumptions that are too hasty and 
shaky. Indeed, I am concerned that we may end up hav-
ing more to say on what Osman Hamdi should have 
meant in his paintings than on what he may actually 
have intended to. Yet, as a final gesture in that direc-
tion—an offering to the gods of interpretation, as it 
were—I would like to conclude this long essay with a 
speculative question that has never been addressed 
before: If Osman Hamdi had not died on February 24, 
1910, that is, a mere year and a half after the Young Turk 
Revolution of July 22, 1908, what would his artistic pro-
duction have looked like in its wake? 

In reality, this question is not merely speculative; it 
is triggered by a number of clues indicating a possibly 
radical change in his artistic inclinations. If we take the 
years 1908 and 1909 into consideration, his (explicitly 

Since his early years in Paris, he had moved from one 
style to another, seeking acceptance, appreciation, and 
recognition. By the 1890s, the combined effect of his 
skills at representing the Orient and his power as the 
head of the Imperial Museum had finally given him the 
visibility and success he desired. During the following 
decade, he would perfect this formula by concentrating 
on the large-size paintings we have discussed here.

Robert Irwin recently mentioned how the French 
Orientalist painter Fromentin, tired of constantly hav-
ing to reproduce the same Algerian landscapes with 
horses and Arab boys in order to satisfy his clients, 
showed Maxime Du Camp one of those canvasses and 
said: “This is what I have been sentenced to do for 
life!”137 One wonders if Osman Hamdi ever experienced 
the same ennui, or if he perhaps avoided it by resorting 
to playful little details like portraying himself and fam-
ily members, referring to long-forgotten Japanese prints, 
inserting Zoroastrian prayer books, or transforming the 
statue of a naked woman into a young Ottoman woman 
clad in bright yellow. The dedication with which he con-
tinued to paint intimate portraits of family members 
until the end is probably the best illustration of the line 
he drew between his “professional” production and his 
private art.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

I will most certainly be—in fact, I have already been—
criticized for an unimaginative approach that sys-
tematically views with skepticism the interpretations 
that have been made to this day of Osman Hamdi’s 
 paintings.138

 Although I am not an art historian, I have no objec-
tion to interpretation, even beyond the artist’s possible 
intent, especially when considered from the perspec-
tive of the much longer lifespan of the works under 
examination. In that sense, I am perfectly conscious 
that the present status and meaning of the Tortoise 
Trainer or Charmer—and no longer the Man with Tor-
toises—is a subject that can be treated completely inde-
pendently of Osman Hamdi and his time. Nevertheless, 
as a historian, I happen to be more interested in Osman 
Hamdi than in his paintings. Therefore, I would prefer 
to understand that particular painting in the context of 
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Fig. 29. Portrait of Enver Bey, 1324 (1908–9). Oil on canvas, 120 x 70 cm. Collection of Cengiz Çetindoğan. (Photo: courtesy 
of Cengiz Çetindoğan)
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While on the subject of coronation, I may mention a 
conversation I had with my old friend Hamdi Bey, direc-
tor of the Imperial Museum, in reference to a proposed 
pictured connected with the ceremony…He had many 
studies in hand for his contemplated picture when he 
died, about three years ago, for the picture in question 
was well adapted to his talent and an excellent subject 
for a painter.142

If Pears is to be trusted—and I do not see why he should 
not be—it may be the case that following his last “ancien 
régime” piece, the Cutting Edge of the Scimitar, Hamdi 
had decided to set aside his career as a purely Orientalist 
painter to move into the much more political avenue 
of a painter “by appointment” to the new regime and 
the new constitutional monarch. In doing so, he would 
have in a sense replaced the Italian artist Fausto Zonaro, 
fallen from grace after Abdülhamid II’s deposition, his 
career having been largely dependent on his appoint-
ment as the former autocrat’s official painter.

Hamdi died in early 1910, and nothing, to my knowl-
edge has survived of the sketches of his projected paint-
ing. Yet the mere possibility of such a significant turn 
in his career and artistic inclinations, and the open-
ended question of what he might have chosen to paint 
under the rapidly changing political circumstances of 
the time is, in my opinion, interesting enough to revisit 
his former works with this perspective in mind.

Department of History,
Boǧaziçi University, Istanbul
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dated) artistic production is limited to a total of five 
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workshop that was published in the illustrated maga-
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